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Films with a conﬁdence
IT IS WITH joy, pride and a strong sense of
self conﬁdence that we Swedes arrive at
Cannes this year. Since last year’s festival,
we’ve noticed a growing interest in the
latest developments in Swedish ﬁlm. It’s
been a long time since we’ve had such a
wide variation on oﬀer. From blockbusters such as Arn – The Knight Templar (Arn
– Tempelriddaren), which broke box-oﬃce
records in Sweden, to intimate and
revealing love stories ﬁlmed entirely on
mobile telephones. And we’ve had
Swedish ﬁlms at all the major festivals:
Sundance, Clermont-Ferrand, Rotterdam,
Berlin and Tribeca. In Cannes we’re
especially proud that the original and
ground-breaking Involuntary (De ofrivilliga) by Ruben Östlund has been selected
for Un Certain Regard.
Tomas Alfredson’s vampire drama, Let
the Right One in (Låt den rätte komma in),
which was screened in Rotterdam and
Berlin, continues to reap awards at festivals
around the world even before its release in
Sweden. You can see the ﬁlm at the market
in Cannes, along with The King of Ping Pong
(Ping-pongkingen), the long awaited feature
debut by Cannes award-winning director
Jens Jonsson, a ﬁlm which picked up the
highly-coveted World Cinema Jury Prize:
Dramatic at Sundance this winter.

cute little baby they envisaged, into their
lives walks a sullen 15-year-old with
criminal and homophobic tendencies.
In Fishy we encounter a strong young
woman as far removed from the hackneyed victim role as one can get – an
empowering ﬁlm by Maria Blom, the
director of one of the biggest box-oﬃce
hits in Sweden of recent years, Dalecarlians (Masjävlar).
And don’t miss Wolf (Varg) by Daniel
Alfredson, which went straight to the top
of the box-oﬃce chart on its release in
Sweden, and can also be seen by international audiences in the Cannes ﬁlm
market. The ﬁlm has sparked oﬀ a heated
debate in Sweden over the vexed question
of the lengths people can go to protect
themselves against the wolf, an animal
threatened by extinction in Europe.
WE COME TO Cannes with a whole range

of other interesting features, shorts and
documentaries. And as usual, we and the
other Nordic ﬁlm institutes will be
holding house at the Scandinavian
Terrace, 55, La Croisette. Do come and
meet us there, and ﬁnd out just why
Swedish ﬁlm is so exciting right now.
See you there!

SWEDISH FILM HAS made a name for not

shying away from sensitive subjects and
taboos, and this year is no exception. Ella
Lemhagen is back with a warm-hearted
romantic comedy, Patrik, Age 1.5, in which
we meet a gay couple in a middle class
area who want to adopt. But a dot ends up
in the wrong place, and instead of the
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NEWS
KAROLINA JONSSON
THE FIRST DAY (SHORT)

ERIK ROSENLUND

Survival of
the oldest

ERIK ROSENLUND CHECKOO (SHORT)

Checkoo yourself!
In Checkoo, Erik Rosenlund marries
together an art deco look with 1970s jazz
funk to tell the story of a 9 to 5 ofﬁce
worker who can’t keep up with his
colleagues. So he decides to take a new
miracle drug to help him out. Rosenlund’s
special style has already taken him twice
to the Cannes Film Festival, with
Compulsion in 2003 and Looking Glass
in 2007.

Johannes and Ola on familiar ground.

SIMONSSON/STJÄRNE NILSSON SOUND OF NOISE (FEATURE)

Woman and
Gramophone.

Music for One
Apartment and Six
Drummers.

They’re the kings of Swedish short ﬁlm,
whose ﬁlms – with titles like Woman and
Gramophone and Music for One Apartment
and Six Drummers (Kvinna vid grammofon)
– have screened at festivals the world over
and picked up countless awards. After 18
years in the business and almost as many
shorts, Ola Simonsson and Johannes Stjärne
Nilsson are currently working on their ﬁrst
feature ﬁlm, Sound of Noise, a co-production
between DFM and the French company Bliss.
“It’s a ﬁlm where music and sound have

“Sometimes it’s more important
to hear how a car sounds
than to see what it looks like.”
8

centre stage, and sometimes there’s a ﬁne
line between the two. Our hero, Warnebring,
is a policeman who’s forced to confront his
worst fears – the terrifying world of music
–in the hunt for his antagonists,” say the
duo.
In Sound of Noise a group of eccentric
“serial drummers” start banging on just
about anything they can lay their hands on
except drums. And all sound seems to
disappear from the places where these
musical guerrillas have struck.
“This winter we’ve been making a series
of complicated recordings, things like the
sound of bulldozers, heart-lung machines,
cash counters, which we’ve turned into
music. It’s quite hard to develop a screenplay
based around music. Sometimes it’s more
important to hear how a car sounds than to
see what it looks like. Our ﬁlms are seldom
dialogue-based, and this one will be no
exception.”
HENRIK EMILSON

One of Sweden’s most celebrated
television directors of recent years,
Mikael Marcimain, is moving up to
the silver screen. Hot on the heels
of three award-winning tv-series.
Graven, Lasermannen and most
recently Upp till kamp, a story about
Sweden in the early 1970s told
through the eyes of four friends,
the stylish director is currently
preparing for his ﬁrst feature
– Partisans (Partisaner), written,
like Upp till kamp, by Peter Birro.

With Looking Glass you wanted to make
a good-looking ﬁlm that made for

was the number of Swedish
feature ﬁlms released in 2007.
Source: – available at the Scandinavian Stand
in Cannes or online at www.sﬁ.se.

What’s your aim with the
ﬁlm?

Erik Rosenlund.

What does Checkoo mean?

“It comes from the typeface used in the
ﬁlm. I created it myself based on the word
‘Checkoo’. It’s a word I like, and it looks great
in this particular typeface.” MATTIAS VESTIN

“To show people who are
coping with the fact that
they’re slowly dying. And to
show how strong the survival
instinct is in all of us. That's
how it is for Bertil in the ﬁlm,
his ﬁrst day in the home is a
nightmare, but things soon
start to brighten up.”
LISA NORREVIK

PETER PONTIKIS NOT LIKE OTHERS (FEATURE)

There will be bloodsuckers

Did you know that...

29

“Basically I want to entertain the
audience and give them something to think
about. I don’t have sole interpretation rights
just because I’ve made a ﬁlm. I wanted to
stretch the boundaries form-wise for the
way I can tell a story.”

“I actually
work at an old
Bertil in The First Day.
people’s
home, but it’s
not age itself I’m interested in.
It’s the situation in which
people ﬁnd themselves when
they’re vulnerable, when their
bodies are wearing out.”

Peter Pontikis, who competed at the
2006 Karlovy-Vary festival with The
Gift (Paketet), is currently in post
production with a low-budget feature
entitled Not Like Others (Vampyrer).

Peter Pontikis.

“I got the idea in a club when I saw a girl
standing alone on the dance ﬂoor. A guy
came up, forcing himself on her as if he
were trying to pick her up. She didn’t
appear to like it at ﬁrst, but suddenly they
went off together. That was the seed for

KARL WESTAS © PATRICK SOBIESKI

Ola Simonsson and Johannes Stjärne
Nilsson have astonished the festival
circuit with short ﬁlms where unusual
sounds and music make up most of the
onscreen action. Now they’re working on
their ﬁrst feature ﬁlm, Sound of Noise.

New format
for Marcimain

© SOBIESKI/ PONTIKIS

Portrait of serial drummers

uncomfortable viewing. Is there a
similar impulse behind Checkoo?

Her ﬁlm Snow in November
(Snö i november) competed
in Cannes in 2003. In
Karolina Jonsson’s new
short, The First Day (Den
första dagen), we encounter
Bertil who
has just
arrived at an
old people’s
home.
Karolina Jonsson.
Many of
your ﬁlms
are about
older
people.
Why’s that?

the opening of the ﬁlm where
two sisters lure a guy into a
toilet and drink his blood,” says
Pontikis.
Both sisters are vampires,
but one of them wants to
leave the vampire life
behind.

“It’s a ﬁlm about the fear of being
alone, the fear that your nearest and
dearest could disappear. You realise in

an instant what matters most to you,
and this is especially true of the
vampires who live cut off from the rest
of society.”
MARTIN FROSTBERG
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NEWS
BERGMAN WEEK 2008

Summer with Margarethe

PERSONA © 1966 AB SVENSK FILMINDUSTRI

On the Baltic Sea island of Fårö
where he lived for 40 years and
now lies buried, the ﬁfth
Bergman Week is due to take
place this summer. It’s a mixture
of seminars, conversations,
screenings and guided tours of
the locations where Bergman
shot many of his ﬁlms.
This year’s international guest
is the German director Margarethe von Trotta, who will
introduce her own favourite
Bergman ﬁlm during the week.
Fellow director Jan Troell
once described Bergman as “the
only genius of Swedish cinema”,
and Bergman repaid the
compliment when he named
Here is Your Life and Bang!
among his favourite Swedish
ﬁlms. Fittingly, therefore, Jan Tro-

ell is this year’s guest of honour
at Bergman Week. He will be
presenting his and Agneta
Ulfsäter-Troell’s new ﬁlm
Everlasting Moments.
Two new behind-the-scenes
ﬁlms based on Bergman’s later
ﬁlms for television will also be
premiered: Saraband (2003) and
The Image Makers (2000).
Inspired by Persona, the
composer and Bergman
collaborator Daniel Börtz has
written Impressions, for Pernilla
August and the trumpet virtuoso
Håkan Hardenberger, who will
both be performing the new
work at the opening ceremony.
Bergman’s legacy will also be
discussed, including a proposal
for a Bergman Centre on Fårö.
JANNIKE ÅHLUND

© STORY 2008

Ingmar Bergman paid a visit
to every Bergman Week over
the years, last year being the
only exception. Sceptical at
ﬁrst, his attitude gradually
turned to curiosity, and by
2006 he was an enthusiastic
champion of the event,
imploring the organisers to
make Bergman Week a
permanent ﬁxture.

For more information on
seminars, screenings, guests
and events during Bergman
Week on Fårö, June 24 – June
29, 2008, please visit
www.bergmanveckan.se.
Bergman Week is organised
jointly by Fårö Future, the
Göteborg International Film
Festival, Film Gotland and
Gotland University.

DAVID ARONOWITSCH AND HANNA HEILBORN SLAVES (DOC)

Kids aren’t alright

PATRIK EKLUND INSTEAD OF ABRACADABRA (SHORT)

Magic moments

Patrik Eklund.

Directors David
Aronowitsch and
Hanna Heilborn as
pictured in Slaves.

Last year, Patrik Eklund’s Situation Frank
was selected for the Critics' Week at
Cannes. In 2008, his short Instead of
Abracadabra (Istället för Abrakadabra),
about a young man who wants to be a
magician, picked up a whole raft of awards
at the Göteborg Film Festival.
How did the ﬁlm come about?

“It began when I wrote a comic scene for
another ﬁlm, about a magician whose tricks
went wrong. With a few changes, the idea just
grew from there onwards.”

10

DAVID GREEN

Because you can try out more ideas in
short ﬁlms, does that make them more
creative?

“As I see it, it's a more liberating, playful
format. You’re free to experiment with the
LISA NORREVIK
drama and storyline.”

Veterans form
new company

Right now, directors David Aronowitsch
and Hanna Heilborn are putting the
ﬁnishing touches to a follow-up to their
highly-acclaimed 2002 animated
documentary Hidden (Gömd) about a
refugee child in Sweden.

into slavery. When the man who freed them
visited Sweden to receive the 2003 World’s
Children’s Prize for the Rights of the Child,
he brought the children with him and the
directors were able to meet them.

Part two in a planned series of three about
children in vulnerable and perilous situations is called Slaves (Slavar). It features
two children taken prisoner by the statefunded military police in Sudan and forced

Like its predecessor, Slaves is based on true
life interviews, the animated characters and
settings following later. Designed by Mats
Johansson at Acne, the two ﬁlms are
somewhat different in style despite
belonging to the same series.
“Slaves has more realistic characters than
Hidden, and for various reasons. In Slaves
we’re striving towards a more simpliﬁed
form. How much, or rather, how little do you
need to understand what we want to say?
We have masses of thoughts and opinions
about simpliﬁcation. It’s not just about
contrasts, but a host of other things,
everything from choice of colours to lines
and expressions. We’re quite resolute on
that point, and all three of us have quite
distinct tastes,” say the two directors.
“At this rate, part three of the series should
be ready in about ﬁve years’ time,” they quip.
HENRIK EMILSON

Since the mid 1980s, Ylva
Swedenborg has been running
Cinema Sweden, focusing on PR
and the press. Annakarin Wolfsberg
(formerly Ström) has twelve years
of experience of international
launches gained with Nordisk Film,
Zentropa/Trust, Film i Väst and as a
freelance consultant. Now these
two ﬁlm professionals have joined
forces to form an as yet unnamed
company to support smaller ﬁlm
projects for the cinema, locally as
well internationally. The aim is to
follow projects from screenplay
funding right through to launch.

Did you know that...

30

(%)

was the number of female
directors of the released
Swedish features and
documentaries in 2007.
Source: Fact and Figures 2008.
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NEWS
ANNA NOVION GROWN UPS (FEATURE)

The French connection

JOHANNES NYHOLM
THE TALE OF LITTLE PUPPETBOY (SHORT)

The Swedish-French ﬁlm Grown
Ups (Les Grandes Personnes)
has been selected for the Critics'
Week at Cannes. The ﬁrst feature
from Swedish-French director
Anna Novion, Grown Ups is a
relationship comedy about the
cultural collisions that arise
when a group of Frenchmen on
holiday in Sweden are forced to
share a house with a Swede and
his daughter.

Puppet Master
With a background in off-the-wall music videos, Johannes
Nyholm’s creativity has now led him to Cannes.
His claustrophobic clay animations make up the chapters
of a 15-minute ﬁlm, The Tale of Little Puppetboy (Sagan om
den lille Dockpojken), which has been selected for the
Directors’ Fortnight. It’s an angst-ﬁlled comedy about a boy
who milks his problems to the full.
Based on the animations, Nyholm has also made a short
featuring himself as his creation wearing a heavy costume.
“It was boiling inside that thing. When I got out I was half
crazy and found it hard to breathe for days. I even kept
gasping for breath in my sleep,” says Nyholm.
Like the Frenchman Michel Gondry, Nyholm likes to
experiment with basic materials. And they share the same
heady enthusiasm.
“The short shows an artist obsessed with a clay ﬁgure
that’s a symbol of himself.”
How did it all begin?
“I was working at the computer when a lump of clay
turned into a sweaty little guy demanding attention. I’ve tried
to get rid of him several times, but he’s tenacious. I don’t
really care about the lump of clay, but there’s a story I have
to tell to the end. So one day there might be another little
puppetboy.”

SANDREW METRONOME

“I like engineering meetings
between people who don’t know
each other and who wouldn’t meet
in the normal course of things,” says
Novion, who is visiting Cannes for
the ﬁrst time.
“When I was 18 I said that if I ever
went to Cannes it would be with one
of my ﬁlms, and that’s exactly what’s
happened!”
Co-produced by the Swedish
company DFM Fiktion, Grown Ups
was shot on location in Sweden.
HENRIK EMILSON

MARTIN FROSTBERG

Did you know that...

CANNES 2008

21.6%

SEMAINE DE LA CRITIQUE
GROWN-UPS (Les grandes personnes)
feature ﬁlm by Anna Novion
In co-production with MSVP (France)

SHORT FILM CORNER
THE FIRST DAY (Den första dagen)

was the market share for Swedish features in 2007.

1.62

was the number of cinema visits
per average Swede in 2007.

new short ﬁlm by Karolina Jonsson (Snow in November)

January
and July

IN PRE-PRODUCTION
SOUND OF NOISE
feature ﬁlm by Ola Simonsson & Johannes Stjärne Nilsson
(directors of Music for one apartment and six drummers)
in co-production with BLISS (France)

were the best admissions
months in 2007.
Source: Facts and Figures 2008

BORN:

1974

LIVES IN:

Göteborg

Studies in various
subjects: ﬁlm, theatre, art, computer art and animation. Has worked
as a quasi-researcher and made
music videos. Has always made ﬁlms in
one form or another.

JOCLO

BACKGROUND:

Daniel Alfredson’s Wolf (Varg),
written by Kerstin Ekman and
starring Peter Stormare (Minority
Report, Prison Break) as the
reindeer herder Klemens, has
been a huge hit with Swedish
critics and audiences alike. Now
the ﬁlm about Sámi life in
northern Sweden is set to cross
the Atlantic: Wolf has been
selected to compete in the
Montreal World Film Festival.
Alfredson is also currently

involved in the adaptation of The
Girl Who Played With Fire (Flickan
som lekte med elden), the second
part of Stieg Larsson’s Millennium
trilogy.

Wolf.

AINA BYE

A Swedish Wolf
in Montreal

FACTS AND FIGURES
JOHANNES NYHOLM

Grown-Ups
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Swedish ﬁlm production company with a French touch
www.dfm.se | + 46 8 22 97 22

FREDRIK HEINIG PRODUCER ON THE MOVE

No compromises
Last year Fredrik Heinig produced Johan Kling’s
critically-acclaimed drama Darling. Now he’s poised
for his next step. And being named this year’s Swedish
Producer on the Move at the Cannes Film Festival
WORDS MATTIAS VESTIN PHOTOGRAPHY SARA MAC KEY
will certainly help.

F

redrik Heinig, this year’s “Producer on the
Move”, leans back in the green armchair in
his sparsely furnished apartment in Stockholm’s Södermalm. He’s been selected by the
Swedish Film Institute to represent Sweden when
European Film Promotions bring the continent’s
hottest young producers together on the French
Riviera for this year’s Cannes Film Festival.
St Paul, Heinig’s production company, focuses
on commercials and feature ﬁlm productions, a
well thought-out strategy.
“There’s a reason why we combine the two.
Since it’s so tough to make features, we wanted to
make sure that we get to make the ﬁlms we really
want to. I don’t want to make any old ﬁlm once a
year just to pay our wages,” he says.

JOHN HERTOV

Michelle Meadows in the
critically praised Darling.

14

HEINIG CAUSED A stir in Swedish ﬁlm with the production of Darling, Johan Kling’s dark comedy
about class diﬀerences. Refused production funding by the Swedish Film Institute, the ﬁlm nonetheless went on to become one of 2007’s biggest
Swedish successes. The relevant commissioner
at the Film Institute subsequently issued a public
apology for what was widely regarded as a glaring
error.
Kling is just one of the directors in the St Paul
stable. Others are Tomas Alfredson and Kristian
Petri. All of them work both with commercials
and feature ﬁlms.
Next in line for Heinig is Johan Kling’s feature
Trust Me, with a planned Swedish release date of
autumn 2009. It’s one of the most eagerly-awaited
ﬁlms currently in production in Sweden. But it’s
certainly no Darling mark II.
“Trust Me is a thoroughly modern farce à la Johan Kling. It’s a comedy that maintains Johan’s integrity and his somewhat cynical tone. It’s a brilliant and extremely funny screenplay, and just
like Darling, there’s a strong personal vision be-

Fredrik Heinig.

hind it. In Sweden we’re often so script-ﬁxated that
we overlook what lies behind. People should listen
more to directors. Do they have their own voice, a
vision, and do they have the qualities and skills to
realise that vision?”
forthcoming project, Kristian Petri’s Bad Faith (Ond tro), is a completely diﬀerent affair. A dark tale about a woman who witnesses a serial killer commit a heinous murder. Despite her
painful memories, she becomes increasingly ob-

ST PAUL’S OTHER

sessed with the murderer. With the tone of an Edgar Allan Poe story, the ﬁlm is based on an original
screenplay by the playwright Magnus Dahlström,
whose By Burning Iron (Järnbörd) caused an upset
when it ﬁrst appeared in 1989.
“Bad Faith has all the ingredients to become a
truly disturbing ﬁlm on many levels. Magnus Dahlström has a very personal style, and anyone familiar with his work will recognise the territory of evil
and fear,” explains Heinig.
It’s patently clear that Trust Me and Bad Faith

“PEOPLE SHOULD LISTEN MORE
TO DIRECTORS. DO THEY HAVE
THEIR OWN VOICE, A VISION?”
aren’t just bread and butter for Heinig: they’re ﬁlms
he passionately believes in. And that’s where the
St Paul philosophy kicks in – only ever make the features you really want to. No compromises.
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GÖRAN OLSSON AM I BLACK ENOUGH FOR YOU? DOC Production information, page 46.

Me & Mr Paul
Billy Paul is one of soul music’s unsung heroes, something
that ﬁlmmaker Göran Olsson would like to change.
In his documentary Am I Black Enough for You? he follows
the soul legend from Philadelphia to Paris and Brazil.
WORDS STEFAN THUNGREN

“W
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DIRECTOR AND DOCUMENTARY ﬁlmmaker Göran
Olsson has previously made a number of acclaimed
ﬁlms about tough subjects, such as the scandalridden Swedish rapper Leila K, attitudes towards

© STORY 2008

Director Göran Olsson
and editor Dino Jonsäter.

FACTS AND FIGURES
GÖRAN OLSSON
Director who has made commercial,
short and documentary ﬁlms plus
music videos. Worked at Sveriges
Television on the cult documentary
short ﬁlm programme Ikon.
Invented the A-Cam, a 16mm ﬁlm
camera.
One of the founders of Story, a
production company that specialises in
documentaries for television and the
cinema.
Filmography: Kl:k (1992), Fuck You,
Fuck You Very Much (1998)

Rapper Leila K.

© STORY 1998

© STORY 2008

hen you’re travelling by car at night,
you’re open to all kinds of impressions. There and then I was struck
by just how visual this music is.”
On a road trip in America, director Göran Olsson
and a friend were travelling through the Nevada
desert when they pulled in to a gas station. As they
drove away, classic 70s Philly soul
music, recorded at the legendary
Philadelphia International studio
at 309 South Broad Street, ﬁlled
their car through the night.
“My ﬁrst idea was to make a
ﬁlm about Philly soul, then I narrowed it down to Billy Paul, since I
feel he’s been rather overlooked
in recent years,” says Olsson.
Stevie Wonder and Marvin Gaye
are, of course, the giants of soul,
iconic artists who have cast a shadow over many others whose careers have not been
quite so illustrious. One of these is Billy Paul, now in
his early seventies, who in his heyday sang some of
the most memorable songs in black music. Best
known is the silky-smooth ballad of inﬁdelity Me &
Mrs Jones. Yet Am I Black Enough for You?, Göran Olsson’s forthcoming ﬁlm about the jazz-trained singer,
is so much more than a music documentary.
“It’s not primarily aimed at those who are already familiar with Billy’s music, but for people who
are interested in music in general. It’s a ﬁlm about
love, marriage, about life’s complications. I’ve always made ﬁlms that were controversial or diﬀerent, but this time I’ve gone more measured, more
mainstream maybe, and perhaps even a little more
American in style.”
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GÖRAN OLSSON

Swedish Film

FACTS AND FIGURES
BILLY PAUL

your ideal non-theatrical
partner in Scandinavia.

72-year-old soul singer with a background in jazz whose career began
back in the late 1950s. Yet it was in the
early 70s that he enjoyed his greatest
success when he became one of the
stars of the Philly soul phenomenon.
Emanating from Philadelphia, Philly
soul was an almost symphonic take on
disco soul, resonant with strings. It was
masterminded by the songwriter/producer duo Kenneth Gamble and Leon
Huff on their Philadelphia International record label.

We could boast by saying

Billy Paul’s greatest hits include Me &
Mrs Jones, and his own take on Elton
John’s Your Song.

1

that we are the oldest non-theatrical
company in Europe

2

that we are the most modern nontheatrical company that leads
development forward

3

4

that we have a unique market
position and we work with all
leading national and international
ﬁlm producers

5

that all of our staff burns for its
tasks and loves movies!

that we are market-leaders on all
our markets

But as we are not boastful,
we want to humbly urge you who seeks a reliable distributor on the non-theatrical market in
Scandinavia – to try us!

© STORY 2008

Our customers range from merchant ﬂeets, airlines, ferries, trains and buses to schools, youth
recreation centers, military camps, childcare centers, prisons and senior citizen homes.
This wide range of customers makes different demands on us and compells us to cooperate in
different ways.

Billy Paul and his wife Blanche
on their way to Brazil.

gypsies and the holocaust. So his choice of 70s soul
singer Billy Paul might be seen as somewhat unexpected. In addition to Paul and his wife, the ﬁlm features Questlove, drummer with the Philadelphia
hiphop group Roots, the rapper Schoolly D and recording legend Kenny Gamble. Olsson digs deep
into what makes Paul tick, one scene involving a
visit to Billie Holiday’s grave.
“I wanted to make a ﬁlm entirely shot at night,
even the archive material I’ve used. But the only
scene that doesn’t ﬁt the mould is the one at Billie
Holiday’s grave, which could only be shot in daylight, unfortunately.”
As in his earlier ﬁlms, Olsson uses a visual precedent for inspiration:
“This time I’ve gone in big time for Bruce Weber’s
ﬁlm about Chet Baker, Let’s Get Lost. It’s a study of
white jazz, the 50s and heroin, but I’ve swapped
those themes for the 70s, segregation and soul.”
18

How much time did you spend with Billy Paul

During more than 60 years we have distributed ﬁlm in most formats, which includes everything
from 16 mm movies to Blu-Ray-discs. Now we are on the verge of launching a digital distribution
system known as EasyFilm®, which offers secure web distribution. Soon, from our website, we
will offer a streaming service for our customers. The only thing we know about the future is that it
will mean changes and we want to be part of them and inﬂuence them.

himself?

“We went to Philadelphia ﬁve times, ﬂew with
him to Paris and followed him on a month’s tour
in Brazil.”
What’s most fascinating about Billy Paul is his
constant appeal to new generations of soul fans.
Göran Olsson has taken a hard look at that appeal:
“Billy sometimes uses an early form of sampling.
He takes good melodies from white music, such as
Elton John’s Your Song or Bob Dylan’s Don’t Think
Twice and uses them to his own ends. It’s a sort of
70s version of Puﬀ Daddy.”
And then there’s his voice, of course:
“He acts both as composer and producer with his
voice. He uses it like an instrument, often re-writing the melody. It takes quite a high level of musicality to take a song and make it uniquely your own.
And Billy Paul has that special talent.”

We distribute ﬁlm from:

“I WANTED
TO MAKE A
FILM
ENTIRELY
SHOT AT
NIGHT.”
Swedish Film AB, P.O. Box 6014, SE-171 06 Solna, Sweden, telephone: +46(0)84452550, fax: +46(0)84452560
E-mail: info@swedishfilm.se, www.swedishfilm.se.
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ELLA LEMHAGEN PATRIK, AGE 1.5 FEATURE Production information, page 53.

What a diﬀerence
a dot makes...
Swedes have always been at the cutting edge when it comes to sexual politics and
issues of gender. So in many ways, Ella Lemhagen’s forthcoming romcom Patrik, Age 1.5
about gay adoption is just one more step along the road. WORDS EMMA GRAY MUNTHE PHOTOGRAPHY JOHAN BERGMARK

D

ecades ago, when Swedish actresses showed their nipples on ﬁlm somewhere in the
Stockholm archipelago, it caused quite a
commotion. Since then (Ingmar Bergman’s Summer
with Monika was released in 1953) many a Swede
abroad has encountered questions about our (supposedly) sinful ways – and we’re still known around
the globe for our liberal ways. Not so much perhaps
for our views on exposed nipples, but because these
days we are at the cutting edge when it comes to issues like equality between the sexes and gay rights.
All of which kind of leads us to director Ella
Lemhagen’s latest eﬀort: Patrik, Age 1.5, a romcom
about gay adoption. In it she tells the story of how a
tiny dot makes all the diﬀerence when Sven and
Göran are looking to adopt. Instead of a rosycheeked baby of 1.5 years, they end up with a homophobic 15 year-old delinquent to take care of!

AS LEMHAGEN PUTS it,

PER-ANDERS JÖRGENSEN

Gustaf Skarsgård and Torkel
Petersson.
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it’s not a coming out story of
a gay couple in a small, sleepy Swedish town. It’s
rather a coming in story. Sven and Göran want part
of the whole Average Joe lifestyle, to mix with the

“THIS IS THE FILM
I’VE MADE, AND
I’M PROUD OF IT.”
neighbours, get invited to the garden parties and
have a family of their own. On the way they struggle with other people's prejudices – and with each
other.
Did you encounter any prejudice when you were
making the ﬁlm?
“A lot less than I thought I would! It has all felt...
very liberal. But I guess it’s been diﬀerent through
diﬀerent phases. When I was writing the script
there were no problems, but during the casting I
met a lot of actors who weren’t at all comfortable
with being intimate with another man. I had to answer a lot of questions about whether there’d be
sex scenes and things like that. And when we were
location scouting we initially – for some reason –
held back on talking about what the ﬁlm was about.
We didn’t think they’d let us in to their houses
otherwise. When we eventually told people, not
one single person reacted in any negative way. Not
one! It was just us being prejudiced against small
town people”, Lemhagen laughs.
What do you want people to feel or think when they
walk out of the cinema after seeing Patrik, Age 1.5?
“I wanted to make a romcom, a love story about
the diﬀerent relationships between three men.
Romcom might sound corny, but I wanted it to be
romantic, and I wanted it to be fun. And, I wanted it
to be very emotional. If it had been a story about a
heterosexual couple it wouldn’t have been as interesting for me. So, even though I’ve made it in a very
traditional way, the fact that it’s about two men
does have consequences in a lot of situations. That

FACTS AND FIGURES
ELLA LEMHAGEN
BORN:

1965

Studied directing at
the Swedish National Film School
1989-92 prior to her 1996 debut
with her critically acclaimed Prince
of Dreams (Drömprinsen – ﬁlmen
om Em).

BACKGROUND:

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY: Tsatsiki,

Mum and the Policeman (Tsatsiki,
morsan och polisen, 1999), If Not
(Om inte, 2001), Immediate Boarding (Tur och retur, 2003).
Patrik, Age 1.5 is due
for release in Sweden autumn
2008.

CURRENTLY:
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ELLA LEMHAGEN
JOHAN BERGMARK

FILMLANCE PRESENTS A FILM BY ELLA LEMHAGEN

PATRIK , AGE 1U5
TORKEL PETERSSON

TOM LJUNGMAN

© ERIK NILSSON

GUSTAF SKARSGÅRD

PER-ANDERS JÖRGENSEN

Above: Tsatsiki, Mum
and the Policeman
(Tsatsiki, morsan och
polisen). Left: Immediate Boarding (Tur och
retur).

PER-ANDERS JÖRGENSEN

Patrik, Age 1.5.
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catwalk. What kind of discussions did you have
around those clichés?

“Actor Gustaf Skarsgård and I discussed how effeminate his character should be. I didn’t want him
to be too eﬀeminate – and I know I’ll probably have
to answer to this over and over again – because I
wanted the audience to identify with him, see this
guy and feel the love story rather than focusing on
anything else. Sure, I could have made a ﬁlm about
two men listening to ‘gay’ music, wearing ‘gay’
clothes and all that, because that would be true
too. Of course it would! But, this isn’t a ﬁlm about
all gay men. This is a ﬁlm about these two individuals just as themselves. And I’ve never been interested in making anything else.”
Are you nervous about how it’s going to be
received?
“I’m not nervous, but I am fully aware that some
discussions are bound to come up. Some people will
think it’s too much, others too little, some will say
it’s not political enough, while others will think it’s
too political. There’s nothing I can do about that.
This is the ﬁlm I’ve made, and I’m proud of it.”

Credits not contractual

said, we’ve given a lot of thought on how to portray
their ‘gayness’. Should we make a thing out of it,
should we not, how should we do the love scenes?
In the end we ended up doing it just like we would
have if it were about a man and a woman. No more,
no less.”
Still, I got a feeling that the audience at the screening I went to didn’t quite know how to react during
some of the scenes...
“My idea was to start slow, with a loving hug and
kiss between them, then a little later we have a
classical romantic sex scene where the camera
sweeps over them and there’s music – we actually
looked at From Here to Eternity and blocked it like a
super-classic love scene – and then in the end throw
in a sex scene that’s a little more raunchy. And
that’s exactly what we did. Some people might have
a problem with it, I don’t.”
If the early cliché about gay people on ﬁlm was
that they were either suicidal or ice cold killers, the
modern cliché is rather that gay men are home
decorators, hairdressers, designers or tell the
models in Top Model how to strut down the

V ISIT US AT THE SCANDINAV I AN TER R ACE – 55, L A CROISETTE
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RUBEN ÖSTLUND INVOLUNTARY FEATURE Production information, page 49.

“I don’t want
relaxed
audiences,”
says Ruben Östlund, a director whose strict work ethic
even extends to the people who watch his ﬁlms. This year,
that includes the Cannes audience – Östlund’s second
feature Involuntary has made it to Un Certain Regard.
WORDS ANDERS DAHLBOM PHOTOGRAPHY HENRIK ANDERSSON

O
FACTS AND FIGURES
RUBEN ÖSTLUND
BORN: 1974 on the island of Styrsö.
LIVES IN: Göteborg.
TRAINING: The School of Film
Directing at the Göteborg
University (1998-2001).
FILMOGRAPHY (SELECTION): Låt dom

andra sköta kärleken (2001), The
Guitar Mongoloid (Gitarrmongot,
2004), Autobiographical Scene
Number 6882 (Scen nr: 6882 ur
mitt liv, 2005), Involuntary (De
ofrivilliga, 2008).
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ne of the ﬁve episodes in Ruben Östlund’s
Involuntary (De ofrivilliga) takes place on a
guided coach tour. Playing herself and sitting near the front of the coach, the actress Maria
Lundqvist accidentally pulls down a curtain rail.
Right at the back is a rowdy gang of youngsters. Following a comfort break, the angry coach driver says
that something has been broken. Feeling unfairly
accused, the young people wonder what he’s talking about. He explains that it’s a curtain rail, and
stares menacingly at the youngsters.
“In that situation Maria Lundqvist has just a short
moment to confess what she’s done. If she misses
that opportunity, her disgrace will be all the greater
the longer time goes on. She opts to remain silent,
whereupon the driver refuses to drive on. I’m drawn
to situations like that,” says Östlund.

WHEN I MEET him, Östlund is busy with the ﬁnal cut
of Involuntary, his second feature. The only clip he
can show me from the ﬁlm is a short one in which a

gang of guys are outside and partying. It ends with
one of them, naked and standing on his head, having the Swedish ﬂag shoved up his butt, much to the
delight of his companions.
A few days prior to our interview Östlund
screened a rough cut of the ﬁlm to an international
panel of representatives from the European ﬁlm industry.
“What’s interesting is just how diﬀerently people interpret things. The French, for example, were
adamant that the entire gang of guys were gay. So
we’ll have to re-edit that scene. And they said about
the coach driver that if they had been on the bus,
they would have beaten the crap out of him,” laughs
Östlund.
The director, who hails from Göteborg, is used to
a whole gamut of reactions to his work. His ﬁrst feature, The Guitar Mongoloid (Gitarrmongot, 2004), divided Sweden’s critics. One group praised Östlund,
seeing in him a new kind of Swedish ﬁlm narrator.
Others regarded the ﬁlm – on the surface a rambling
25

ÖSTLUND DEFINES Involuntary as a tragicomedy or a
comic tragedy about people who are trying to get
away from social games.
“What I like best is the combination of comedy
and tragedy at one and the same time. Because
that’s the way it is. And I want the viewer to reﬂect
on what’s happening. You shouldn’t just expect the
director to make everything clear. In Involuntary

The Guitar Mongoloid.

we’ve let things happen out of shot just to frustrate
the viewer into imagining what’s happening. I don’t
want relaxed audiences,” says Östlund.
One theme running through all of Östlund’s ﬁlms
– from scenes in The Guitar Mongoloid, the National
Film Award-nominated Autobiographical Scene
Number 6882 (Scen nr: 6882 ur mitt liv), the short
Nattbad, to Maria Lundqvist on the coach – is the familiar banter of a group of friends that dies out
when things go to far and there’s no turning back.
“When I made The Guitar Mongoloid I touched on

© PLATTFORM PRODUKTION

episode ﬁlm about a series of odd individuals in and
around Göteborg – as altogether less appealing. It
was hard to remain neutral in the face of the extremely naturalistic feel of the ﬁlm. Long scenes
with a stationary camera shot at distance, no closeups, ‘unnatural’ natural people (no professional
actors), and a total lack of any normal plot.
“I wanted ﬁction and documentary to go head-tohead. Is this for real? So I had a reason to create
confusion. With Involuntary I’ve removed that uncertainty in that we’re following ﬁve episodes more
closely. But the tone is still realistic, so people might
think we’ve been amazingly lucky. And the stationary camera is there once again,” says Östlund.

SOPHIA OLSSON © PLATTFORM PRODUKTION

RUBEN ÖSTLUND
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© PLATTFORM PRODUKTION

“You can’t
cheat your way
to a good ﬁlm.”
stories about things that made people go further
and further. One of the people I read about was Andrée, an engineer at the end of the 19th century who
wanted to ﬂy to the North Pole in a hot air balloon.
From his diary you can clearly read that he was convinced that the project wouldn’t work. But things
had got out of hand, and he couldn’t extricate himself from it,” says Östlund.
Like The Guitar Mongoloid, Involuntary is produced by Plattform, the production company Östlund runs together with his friend and colleague
Erik Hemmendorf (see insert). Plattform is getting
a real helping hand to sell the ﬁlm abroad from
Frenchman Philippe Bober, who has previously coproduced ﬁlms for such international names as

Lars von Trier, Carlos Reygadas and Ulrich Seidl.
“Philippe works with a select group of people,
and he works long and hard on their behalf. Our
goal from the outset was to be selected for Cannes,
a goal that many people thought unrealistic, but it’s
important for us to aim high. It means that we’re always working to the utmost of our abilities,” says
Östlund.
Bober has also worked with Östlund’s Göteborg
colleague, Roy Andersson. (Kalle Boman, who produced Andersson’s A Swedish Love Story and Giliap,
was also one of the co-producers of The Guitar Mongoloid.) Andersson is something of a role model for
Östlund.
“I think that Roy is one of the most interesting
27

RUBEN ÖSTLUND
HENRIK ANDERSSON

ERIK HEMMENDORFF

Plattform
for change
A Göteborg production
company is challenging
conventional notions of what
ﬁlmmaking should be.

I

nvoluntary is produced by Plattform, a
production company founded six years
ago by Ruben Östlund and Erik Hemmendorﬀ, who met as students at the School of
Film Directing at the Göteborg University.
“The Swedish producers who came to
the school weren’t interested in our ideas.
It was obvious that they were talking
about ﬁlms that had already been made,
and we were talking about ﬁlms that were
going to be made. We wanted to start
something new in ﬁlm,” says Erik Hemmendorﬀ.
are due for release in 2008: in addition to Involuntary
there is Patrik Eriksson’s An Extraordinary
Study in Human Degradation (En enastående
studie i mänsklig förnedring) – Sweden's
ﬁrst feature ﬁlm shot entirely on mobile
phone cameras – and the documentary
Pang-pangbröder by Axel Danielsson.
Future projects will include collaborations
with the ﬁlmmakers Fijona Jonuzi and Mikael C Karlsson. And there are more in the
pipeline.
“Just the other day an 18 year-old came
into the oﬃce and handed over his ﬁrst
ﬁlm. 18! The ﬁlm was amazing, of course.
Plattform’s future looks bright,” says
Hemmendorﬀ.
Plattform is part of what its founders
call the ‘Göteborg bubble’, a loose collective of ﬁlmmakers who share the same
philosophy.
“We want to work like they did in the
earliest days of ﬁlm,” says Hemmendorﬀ.
How do you mean?
“That production and shooting go hand
in hand. We ﬁlm every day and edit the
same evening. That’s how we’ve worked
with every ﬁlm. Sweden has had a
production system that standardises
everything. It’s a system we have to
change,” Hemmendorﬀ concludes.

LÅT DEN RÄTTE KOMMA IN

MARIA LARSSONS EVIGA ÖGONBLICK

LET THE RIGHT ONE IN

MARIA LARSSON’S EVERLASTING MOMENT

OPENING 24 OCTOBER 2008
Directed by Tomas Alfredson

OPENING 26 SEPTEMBER 2008
Directed by Jan Troell

LILLA SPÖKET LABAN - VÄRLDENS SNÄLLASTE SPÖKE

KAUTOKEINO - UPPRORET

THREE PLATTFORM FILMS

directors in the world, because he always digs deep
into existential questions. Often when I’m watching ﬁlms I see that the ﬁlmmakers have copied
somebody else. But not Andersson – he’s unique,”
says Östlund.
really intended to become a
‘regular’ director. A passionate skier, for many years
he made a living making his own skiing ﬁlms. He
shot them during the winter and edited the ﬁlms every summer. When he started at the School of Film
Directing in Göteborg he wasn’t a cineaste at all.
What did the whole skiing experience teach you?
“The ﬁrst year I got to make my own skiing ﬁlm I
had a heavy camera and battery belt which I lugged
around the mountains for four months without respite. I was so keen to make a good ﬁlm. So what I
learnt from the experience was that it’s damned
hard work, that you can’t cheat your way to a good
ﬁlm. What happens in front of the camera is what
you’ll see in the ﬁlm. For me, that’s the most sensible way to work. And it’s a very demanding one.”
ÖSTLUND HAD NEVER
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“WE WANT
TO WORK
LIKE THEY
DID IN THE
EARLIEST
DAYS OF
FILM,”

LABAN THE LITTLE GHOST – THE NICEST GHOST AROUND (working title)

THE KAUTOKEINO REBELLION

OPENING AUTUMN 2008

OPENING 5 SEPTEMBER 2008
Directed by Nils Gaup

Directed by Lasse Persson, Per Åhlin, Karin Nilsson

FEATURE FILMS IN CO-PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION BY SANDREW METRONOME
BRÖLLOPSFOTOGRAFEN

METROPIA

THE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHER

METROPIA

GLOWING STARS

Directed by Ulf Malmros

Directed by Tarik Saleh

Directed by Lisa Siwe

I TAKET LYSER STJÄRNORNA

FEATURE FILMS PRODUCED / CO-PRODUCED AND DISTRIBUTED BY SANDREW METRONOME
SOLSTORM

OFFSIDE

CIAO BELLA

HIP HIP HORA

SUNSTORM

OFFSIDE

CIAO BELLA

THE KETCHUP EFFECT

BÄST I SVERIGE

TJENARE KUNGEN

MORGAN PÅLSSON - VÄRLDSREPORTER

STORM

WE CAN BE HEROES

GOD SAVE THE KING

MORGAN PÅLSSON - WORLD REPORTER

STORM

CONTACT:
Sandrew Metronome Distribution Sweden AB
Floragatan 4, Box 5612 S- 114 86 Stockholm
Phone: + 46 8 762 17 00 Fax: + 46 8 762 17 80
info@sandrewmetronome.com

We also distribute
films from
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DANIEL FRIDELL CUBATON – EL MÉDICO FEATURE Production information, page 47.

From Cuba
with Love
In his latest feature Cubaton – El Médico, proliﬁc ﬁlm maker
Daniel Fridell tells the story of the music and dreams
of Cuban doctor Raynier “El Médico” Casamayor Griñán,
the foremost exponent of the musical genre Cubaton.
WORDS TOBIAS HANSSON

O

n February 19, 2008 Fidel Castro stepped
down after almost 40 years in power. The
eyes of the world turned once again to the
tiny island in the Caribbean which has played a key
role through lengthy periods of modern history.
Since Castro took power in 1959, Cuba has split
people the world over into two camps, divided in
their views of Castro’s single party communist state
or the USA’s longstanding trade embargo.
Breaking the mould somewhat was Buena Vista
Social Club, which tried to show Cuba beyond politics and prejudice. The 1997 album, produced by
Ry Cooder, featured more or less forgotten Cuban
artists playing traditional music such as salsa,
and Wim Wenders ﬁlmed the recording sessions
in an Oscar-nominated documentary of the same
name.
new ﬁlm Cubaton – El
Médico, presents Cuba in an entirely unique way on
the silver screen. Its subject is how the Cuban doctor Raynier “El Médico” Casamayor Griñán is sought
out by the Swedish music and video producer,
Michel Miglis, high up in the Sierra Maestra mountains where Castro’s revolution once began.
Fridell documents the hopes and dreams of Miglis and El Médico and the conﬂicts that arise when
the western record company executive meets the
strong-willed Cuban doctor whose passion is to

Left: Dance
audition.
Below: El Médico
in the studio.

DIRECTOR DANIEL FRIDELL’S

“EVEN WHILE WE WERE
FILMING, CUBA WAS
CHANGING BEFORE OUR EYES.”
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make music. Miglis wants to make a world star of El
Médico, whereas the doctor is unsure whether he is
willing to give up his proud profession to follow his
dream.
Castro’s Cuba has been the last
ideological outpost in an unjust world. For others
Cuba is nothing more than a dictatorship. So this is
a unique opportunity to present El Médico’s story
and the struggle between communism and capitalism that will shape the country’s future and destiny,” observes Fridell.
And the situation grew even more interesting
with Fidel Castro’s departure.
“Even while we were ﬁlming, Cuba was changing
before our eyes. Much of the ﬁlm has been inﬂuenced by the events,” concludes the ﬁlmmaker.

FACTS AND FIGURES
DANIEL FRIDELL
BORN: 1967
BACKGROUND: Educated at the Film

“FOR MANY PEOPLE

El Médico and director Daniel Fridell.

Academy in Berlin and the Judith Weston
Academy in the US. Since his debut ﬁlm
The Searchers (Sökarna, 1993) he has
directed seven features, including Cry
(30:e November, 1995), Beneath the Surface (Under Ytan, 1997), Swedish Beauty
(Dubbel-8, 2000) and Say that You Love
Me (Säg att du älskar mig, 2006).
CURRENT FILM: Cubaton – El Médico,
produced by Thomas Allercrantz, Röde
Orm Productions, who worked with
Fridell on the television series A Class
of Their Own (En klass för sig, 2001),
awarded Best Nordic Children’s TV-programme in Ebeltoft in 2001.
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JAN TROELL EVERLASTING MOMENTS FEATURE Production information, page 48.

The Everlasting
Moments
of Jan Troell
With several Academy Award nominations and countless festival awards under his
belt, Jan Troell is truly one of Sweden’s most prominent directors of all time.
Now, with Everlasting Moments, he proves that he’s still as relevant as ever. WORDS JAN LUMHOLDT
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JOHAN BERGMARK/SCANPIX

NILLE LEANDER

”I

’m sure he must have had a tough time with
us Scandinavians.”
Jan Troell is referring to Paul Kohner
(1902-1988), a proliﬁc Hollywood personality, to put
it mildly. In 1938 he launched a talent agency, whose
clientele included many Europeans; Dietrich, Garbo, and von Stroheim soon came on board, as did
John Huston, Henry Fonda and Lana Turner. In the
60s and 70s, Kohner picked up a batch of Nordic talent, many of whom had made their mark with Ingmar Bergman; Max von Sydow, Bibi Andersson, Liv
Ullmann. Bergman himself also joined the ranks, as
did Troell, fresh from the stateside success of his
Emigrants saga.
Considerable talent, no doubt. As for the assignments, nothing special. Ullmann got a musical. For
von Sydow, there were Nazis, Russian spies and…
Jesus. For Andersson, the wife of a Russian spy (von
Sydow, no less) and an Indian squaw (go ﬁgure).
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JAN TROELL

NILLE LEANDER

Jan Troell on the set of
Everlasting Moments.

FACTS AND FIGURES
JAN TROELL

NILLE LEANDER

BORN: In Limhamn in the southernmost
part of Sweden in 1931.

“WE QUICKLY REALIZED
THAT HOLLYWOOD WAS
SOMETHING ELSE”
34

In fact it was the fee from Hurricane that helped
Troell to ﬁnance several projects well into the
1980s, notably The Flight of the Eagle and Land of
Dreams. As for experience, he says he got priceless
advice from John Huston’s technique of directing
actors. To this day, Troell swears by the same technique. And then there was Agneta Ulfsäter, a journalist who came all the way from Sweden to French
Polynesia and the set of Hurricane for a location report. She soon became, and has since remained,
Mrs Troell.
directly to his current cinematic
enterprise. Everlasting Moments, based on the
chronicles of his wife Agneta’s family, focuses on
the early years of the last century. It’s the result of
extensive research that has been in progress since
1986. And Troell has been on board all along.
“She spent a full six years taping interviews with
surviving relatives. I listened in, of course. I even
WHICH LEADS US

er, but his fondness of ﬁlm and photography began at an early age. He directed his
ﬁrst short, Stad, in 1960 and acted as cam-

frustrating American sojourn, Troell returned
to Sweden, where he has remained. He continues to produce landmark cinema after his
own head and heart, although he sometimes
misses the days of black and white.
Troell has directed a number of documentaries, notably Land of Dreams (Sagolandet,
1988). Favourite ﬁlm: The Night of the Hunter by Charles Laughton.

Swedish actor Mikael Persbrandt
in Everlasting Moments.

came along with a camera and shot one of the interviews.”
Troell became increasingly taken in with the remarkable fates of these seemingly simple people
from rural or working class backgrounds. “You cannot give anyone else the ﬁlm rights for this one – I
have to do it”, he told Agneta.
“Her initial idea was to do a television documentary, but I managed to step in and demand the material. Which she happily handed over.”
The two then started to turn fact into ﬁction.
Two years later, a ﬁnished script had materialized.
“Although we’ve changed things around quite a
bit, most of the characters are authentic. Especially
Maria, of course.”
Maria is Maria Larsson, the main protagonist of
the story. In the year 1900 she is 23 years old and
about to become subject to two life-aﬀecting events.
First, she wins a camera in a lottery. Then, later that
year, she marries Sigfrid Larsson, a robust fellow

NILLE LEANDER

Bergman got The Serpent’s Egg. Hardly Cries and
Whispers, Persona or Winter Light. As for Troell, he
was sent to Bora Bora to shoot Jason Robards, Mia
Farrow and Max von Sydow during a hurricane in…
Hurricane. Not a good ﬁlm, they say (and virtually
unscreened for decades). Troell can only agree. It
was rather ridiculous.
“We quickly realized that Hollywood was something else. The actors were severely typecast, probably due to their accent. I was sent terrible scripts.
But it was an adventure and an experience and one
mustn’t forget the money they paid you. The amount
was ﬁttingly ridiculous, too.”

Maria Heiskanen
as Maria Larsson
in Everlasting
Moments.

BACKGROUND: Troell graduated as teach-

eraman in The Pram (Barnvagnen, 1962)
the directorial debut of Bo Widerberg. The
two friends have had a great inﬂuence on
each other.
Troell’s 1965 ﬁlm adaptation of Eyvind
Johnson’s short story Interlude in the Marshland (Uppehåll i myrlandet) really put him on
the map. A rewarding career as feature director was soon underway. After a somewhat
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Who Saw Him Die? (Ole, Dole,
Doff, 1968)

Troell ﬁnally gave up his day job as
teacher in order to direct Nobel Prize
winner Eyvind Johnson’s massive
autobiographical epic. Success was
equally massive. Swedish cinema,
basking in a golden age, had enlisted
yet another major player.

A raw, ﬁerce comment on the
educational system with a dynamic
performance from Per Oscarsson (Hunger), which became subject to national
debate as well as a top award in Berlin.
“My own Dogma ﬁlm” Troell later
dubbed it.

John Ford was interested in doing it, as
were several others. Vilhelm Moberg,
the author, said no. After having seen
Here is Your Life, he had ﬁnally found
his celluloid spokesman. A great
success, six Oscar nominations and
Troell’s ticket to Hollywood.

AS FOR THOSE familiar with the everlasting moments of Troell himself, from Here is Your Life

“I HEAR MANY KIND
WORDS SO I MUST HAVE
AN AUDIENCE.”

through The Emigrants to The Flight of the Eagle and
Hamsun, many will instantly recognize and cherish
Maria’s story. It bears many of his trademark touches, not least the “moments of tranquillity and humour, even during harrowing ordeals” as Peter
Cowie, that astutely Scandophile ﬁlm critic, put it
back in 1972. Like when a young girl has drowned
and her mother asks Maria to take her picture before the funeral. The girl is made up, dressed in her
ﬁnest dress and peacefully resting on her bed.
While Maria prepares the shoot, a bunch of nosy
kids sneaks a peek through an adjacent window
and gets caught on ﬁlm. Maria shoos them away
and gets a “pure” shot. Later on, when the man in
the photography shop sees the “ruined” picture, he
– like us – is dumbfounded by the poetry of it, a
study in purity if there ever was one. Vintage “Troellean”. There should be such a word, just as there

© SWEDISH FILM INSTITUTE

© 1966 AB SVENSK FILM INDUSTRI

Here is Your Life (Här har du ditt
liv, 1966)

The Emigrants (Utvandrarna,
1971), The New Land (Nybyggarna, 1972)

with a generous taste for both liquor and women. In
the years to come, Maria will give birth to seven
children. She will endure much hardship, but also
experience blessings. Many of these come from her
unlikely relationship with the camera, this curious
novelty item with which she captures her “everlasting moments”.
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THE EMIGRANTS
© 1971 AB SVENSK FILM INDUSTRI
STILL BY OVE ALSTRÖM

Everlasting Moments

Everlasting Moments (Maria
Larssons eviga ögonblick, 2008)
Stars Maria Heiskanen, Mikael
Persbrandt and Jesper Christensen,
with Amanda Ooms, Ghita Nørby, Maria
Lundqvist, Claire Wikholm, Hans
Alfredson, Pierre Lindstedt and Antti
Reini, many of them regulars from the
“Troell stock company”. Principal
cinematography was handled by
Mischa Gavrjusjov and Troell. Troell
also wrote the script together with
Agneta Ulfsäter-Troell and Niklas
Rådström. Thomas Stenderup of
Copenhagen-based Final Cut Film
Production produced this pan-Scandinavian co-venture. A non-ﬁction
account of the events in the ﬁlm is
documented in the book Att människan
levde (“The fact that they lived”) by
Ulfsäter-Troell.

© WARNER BROS. INC.

The Flight of the Eagle

© 1968 AB SVENSK FILM INDUSTRI

from
Troell

© SWEDISH FILM INSTITUTE
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NILLE LEANDER

JAN TROELL

Il Capitano

Zandy’s Bride (1974)

The Flight of the Eagle
(Ingenjör Andrées luftfärd, 1982)

Gene Hackman and Liv Ullmann as
struggling immigrants of the Old West
looks good on the paper, but Troell was
not that pleased – especially since
union decrees prevented him from
using his beloved camera. Good
supporting cast, though; Susan Tyrrell,
Eileen Heckart and Harry Dean
Stanton.

A majestic document over the ill-fated
1887 North Pole balloon expedition of
Swede S.A. Andrée, with a phenomenal
performance by Max von Sydow. Like
Mifune to Kurosawa, von Sydow has
become Troell’s second-to-none male
protagonist, as evidenced in Hamsun
(1996), The Emigrants and, not least, in
this Oscar-nominated study.

Bang! (1977)
“Troell’s own 8½” was marred by almost
everyone and everything in its way,
save for Ingmar Bergman, who took a
shine to this midlife crisis story of a
divorced fortysomething teacher.
Troell’s only ever Cannes-entry.

is “Hitchcockian”, “Godardian” or “Bergmanesque”.
Of course he cannot explain his recipe.
“I usually have a text to lead me. Many of these
things are there already. It’s just for me to translate
them into images.”
There you are. Plus, unlike Maria (or W.C. Fields),
Troell warmly welcomes children into the picture.
Animals, too.
“Absolutely. Children can be extremely rewarding when they’re good. And Anders, our cat, has a
part in the ﬁlm. It’s not a big part, but he’s perfect.
He almost behaves like a dog.”
AT THE AGE of 76, Troell presents quite a distinguished career; seven Oscar nominations, a Golden
Berlin Bear for best ﬁlm, a Silver Bear for direction,
awards from Venice to Valladolid, from San Francisco to Oklahoma City. Plus, not to be frowned upon,

Il Capitano (1991)
This account of an authentic murder
case that shook Sweden in 1988 has
justly been compared to both Badlands
and In Cold Blood. Initial controversy
over the subject was considerable, but
when the ﬁlm opened it was met with
great praise. Troell won best director in
Berlin.

“OF COURSE I LIKE TO
COMMUNICATE. BUT I
HAVE TO HAVE FUN.”
an audience, outside the conﬁnes of the cineaste
milieu.
“I hear many kind words”, he smiles. “So I must
have an audience. I sometimes wish it would show
up in the cinemas. The Emigrants did extremely
well, of course. At the same time, I have never
thought in popular terms. Of course I like to communicate. But I have to have fun. Otherwise I won’t
do it. And I still think it’s fun, really fun and exciting,
this line of work.”
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Adaptation

ARN – THE KNIGHT TEMPLAR
& ARN – THE KINGDOM AT THE
END OF THE ROAD
(Arn – tempelriddaren, Arn – vid vägens
slut)
Journalist and author Jan Guillou’s novels about the Crusader Arn Magnusson
have been made into ﬁlms with a star-studded cast: Stellan Skarsgård, Bibi Andersson, Mikael Nyqvist and Gustaf Skarsgård.
The ﬁrst ﬁlm, Arn – The Knight Templar (Arn
– tempelriddaren), has broken Swedish box
ofﬁce records with more than one million
admissions. Arn – The Kingdom at the End
of the Road (Arn – vid vägens slut) goes on
release in Sweden on August 22. The international version, Arn – The Knight Templar,
will be completed in the autumn of 2008.

Classics or crime stories? For many years those were the choices when it came to
adapting Swedish novels into ﬁlms. But recently, something has happened: now production
companies and directors are looking to all kinds of modern Swedish ﬁction for inspiration.

new phenomenon in Sweden. 1917
saw a ﬁlm version of Nobel prize winner Selma Lagerlöf’s Girl from Stormy Croft (Tösen från Stormyr-

IT’S HARDLY A

“IT STILL FELT LIKE CUTTING
OFF ONE OF MY OWN LIMBS
EVERY TIME I WAS FORCED
TO LEAVE THINGS OUT.”
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WOLF

Jan Guillou

CATO LEIN

ULLA MONTAN

(Varg)
A short story by Kerstin Ekman was the
inspiration for critically-acclaimed drama
Wolf. Centering around a Sámi reindeer
herder’s struggle for his rights, the ﬁlm
went straight to the top of the box ofﬁce
charts on its release. Peter Stormare plays
the lead.

Kerstin Ekman

EASY MONEY
Jens Lapidus’ bestseller about Stockholm’s
underworld has sold 400,000 copies in
Sweden alone, and has been published in
15 countries, including France, Germany, Italy, the UK and the US. Tre Vänner is the
production company behind the ﬁlm.

torpet). Lagerlöf allowed both Victor Sjöström and
Mauritz Stiller to ﬁlm a number of her books. The
only Swedish writer to have approached her significance in Swedish ﬁlm is Astrid Lindgren.
Hanserik Tönnheim is a literary agent who works
for Nordins, an agency that represents many of
Sweden’s best-known writers. He has noticed a
sharp upturn in interest from production companies in recent years.
“Since 1990 we’ve negotiated around 90 ﬁlm option contracts, 70 per cent of them for books written since 2004.”
When a production company signs such an option with a writer they have a certain amount of
time to secure ﬁnance, usually one or two years. Before that time runs out, they have the ﬁrst option to
buy the ﬁlm rights to the book in question. Of the 90
options that Nordins have negotiated, 21 have led to
ﬁlm rights deals. And the ratio of options to fullblown deals is increasing: some years ago the rule

MATTIAS EDVALL

(Snabba cash)

MIGMA FILM AB

W

hen director Daniel Wallentin was ﬁrst
asked if he’d like to make a ﬁlm of Jonas
Hassen Khemiri’s novel One Eye Red (Ett
öga rött), he said no.
“You’d have to be stupid to try ﬁlming a book like
that.”
Wallentin laughs as he says it: his debut ﬁlm One
Eye Red went on release in September 2007. The
reservations he held at ﬁrst stemmed largely from
the fact that much of the book takes place inside
the head of the main character, Halim.
“I was scared that everyone who liked the book
would end up hating me if I didn’t make the ﬁlm exactly the same way. But when I met Jonas, he convinced me to regard the ﬁlm as something in its
own right: it didn’t need to follow the book to the
letter. But it still felt like cutting oﬀ one of my own
limbs every time I was forced to leave things out.”
If Wallentin’s feelings are typical, then Swedish
directors ought to be a pretty tortured bunch by
now. Recent years have seen the appearance of
Deadline (Sprängaren, 2001), Evil (Ondskan, 2003),
Popular Music (Populärmusik från Vittula, 2004) and
Arn – The Knight Templar (Arn – Tempelriddaren,
2007), all ﬁlm versions of relatively newly-written
books. And these are shortly to be joined in cinemas by Let the Right One In (Låt den rätte komma in),
Easy Money (Snabba Cash) and Arn – The Kingdom at
the End of the Road (Arn – riket vid vägens slut).

ERIK AAVATSMARK

WORDS OLOF PERONIUS ILLUSTRATIONS BY DENNIS ERIKSSON

Jens Lapidus

of thumb was that roughly only one in ten actually
led to ﬁlm rights sales.
FREDRIK WIKSTRÖM, a producer at Tre Vänner, has
also noticed the ﬁlm industry’s growing interest in
books.
“These days all kinds of books are being turned
into ﬁlms, not just the crime novels that used to be
so popular,” he says.
So far, however, bidding wars for ﬁlm rights are
something of a rarity in Sweden. Most writers are
keen for their work to fall into good hands, so the
price isn’t all that matters. Take Jens Lapidus, for example, whose debut novel, gangster thriller Easy
Money, has been one of the best-selling books in
Sweden since the millennium. The action takes
place in the Stockholm underworld, and has the
kind of clear linear development that ﬁlm companies traditionally like. He chose Tre Vänner for the
option to buy the ﬁlm rights.
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Johanna Thydell

More Swedish books
set to become ﬁlms
The American Girl (Den amerikanska ﬂickan) by Monika Fagerholm, to be directed
by Amir Chamdin (God Willing).
Samurai Summer (Samurajsommar) by
Åke Edwardson; Jens Jonsson (director).
Handling the Undead (Hanteringen av
odöda) by John Ajvide Lindqvist. Kristian
Petri directs.
Five to Twelve (Fem i tolv), directed by
Beata Gårdeler, loosely based on Lotta
Tell’s autobiographical novel, I skuggan
av värmen.
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IN SWEDISH FILM #2/2007 the writer of the Arn
books, Jan Guillou, touched on the same issues in
relation to ﬁlm the versions of his own books:

“THEY TOOK AWAY
ALL THE POLITICS
AND PUT IN CAR
CHASES INSTEAD.”

MIGMA FILM AB

MIA AJVIDE

Daniel Alfredson

John Ajvide
Lindqvist

THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATOO

LET THE RIGHT ONE IN

(I taket lyser stjärnorna)

(Män som hatar kvinnor)

(Låt den rätte komma in)

Johanna Thydell’s book for young readers about Jenna, torn between duty and
the attractions of teenage life, won Sweden’s August Award in 2003 and has
sold more than 100,000 copies locally.
A debut feature for director Lisa Siwe,
the ﬁlm’s co-producers include Filmlance International.

Journalist Stieg Larsson’s (1954-2004) Millennium trilogy has sold more than 2.3 million
copies in Sweden alone. The books have been published in 20 countries, topping the bestseller list this February in France. The ﬁrst book in the series The girl with the dragon tatoo
(Män som hatar kvinnor), is currently being ﬁlmed by Niels Arden Oplev, starring Michael
Nyqvist (As It Is in Heaven) and Noomi Rapace (Daisy Diamond) as the reporter Mikael
Blomkvist and the computer expert Lisbet Salander. The ﬁlm is set for its Nordic release on
January 30, 2009. Part two, The Girl Who Played With Fire (Flickan som lekte med elden),
will be directed as a television series by Daniel Alfredson (Wolf).

John Ajvide Lindqvist’s much-heralded vampire novel, directed by Tomas Alfredson,
had its world premiere in Rotterdam in January, shortly after which it won the Nordic
Film Award at the Göteborg Film Festival. In
May, it won the award for best narrative ﬁlm
at the Tribeca Film Festival. The ﬁlm goes on
release in Sweden on October 24.

PETRI HAS A number of projects on the go at the
same time, including a collaboration (Jag ska dundra), with the writer and historian, Peter Englund.
They have been trying to make a ﬁlm of the story for
a number of years, but have never managed to secure the funding.
“We’ve ﬁnally decided to produce it as a book,”
says Kristian Petri.
“When it gets published we might ﬁnd it easier to
make it as a ﬁlm.”

Let the Right
One in

Previous ﬁlms based
on books

JONAS JÖRNEBERG

a new cover for the book, taken from the ﬁlm. Such
ﬁnancial logic means that the number of ﬁlms
based on books seems likely to rise still further, unless ﬁlm audiences start to turn their backs on
them. The lack of good original screenplays means
that ﬁlm companies are reading books like never
before to ﬁnd interesting stories in “new” settings.
Easy Money, with its contemporary big city criminality, is just one example. Two others come from
the pen of John Ajvide Lindqvist, and both are highly acclaimed by the critics: Let the Right One In and
Handling the Undead (Hanteringen av odöda). The
ﬁrst, a vampire love story set in a Stockholm suburb
in the 1980s, goes on general release in October.
The second will become a zombie movie directed by
Kristian Petri, himself the writer of several books.
Ajvide Lindqvist and Petri have worked jointly on
the screenplay.
“We sat together for days working on the dialogue and characters, making sure we were on exactly the same wavelength as each other,” says
Petri.
What is it about a novel that means it can make a
good ﬁlm?
“It’s the obvious things: good characters, a good
plot, good dialogue… When I read Handling the Undead for the ﬁrst time, it wasn’t the zombies that got
me, it was the idea of losing someone you love who
subsequently returns. For me there has to be something like that, something that goes deeper.”

© EFTI

GLOWING STARS

Jonas Hassen Khemiri’s One Eye Red (Ett
öga rött), directed by Daniel Wallentin.
Emma Hamberg’s Bitter Sweetheart (Linas
kvällsbok), directed by Hella Joof.

One Eye Red

Sara Kadefors’ Sandor Slash Ida, directed
by Henrik Georgson.
Jan Guillou’s Evil (Ondskan), directed by
Mikael Håfström.
ANDERS BOHMAN

Monika Fagerholm

Stieg Larsson

Maj Sjöwall-Peter Wahlöö’s Beck novels
have been made into countless ﬁlms.
Liza Marklund’s Paradise (Paradiset) and
Deadline (Sprängaren), directed by Colin Nutley.

Sandor Slash Ida

Katarina Mazetti’s The Guy in the Grave
Next Door (Grabben i graven bredvid), directed by Kjell Sundvall.
Henning Mankell’s Wallander novels have
been made into ﬁlms starring Rolf Lassgård and Krister Henriksson in the title role.
Mikael Niemi’s Popular Music (Populärmusik från Vittula), directed by Reza
Bagher.

OLA KJELBYE

Åke Edwardson

ULLA MONTAN

ANDERS DEROS

Kristiain Petri

“A lot of companies were interested, but we hit it
oﬀ together, partly because we shared the same literary opinions,” says Lapidus when I catch him on
his way to court (he’s a lawyer in his day job).
How involved are you in the forthcoming ﬁlm?
“Not much, I’m not involved in the screenplay, for
example – I don’t have the time. But I’ll be attending
some progress meetings. I see the ﬁlm as a separate
entity from the book. It would have been hard to
make a ﬁlm that follows Easy Money to the letter.
But I don’t want it to diﬀer too greatly from the book,
that wouldn’t be any fun.”
Lapidus holds out LA Conﬁdential as an example
of a successful ﬁlm transfer from a novel. The atmosphere has been maintained, along with Ellroy’s
rich characterisation.
“Ellroy’s characters and mine are unsympathetic, but not entirely. There has to be something one
can relate to about them, something that has to be
even more tangible on the screen.”

“In Evil (Ondskan) I only had one main misgiving:
in my book, the main character was both good and
bad, but that complication was removed in the ﬁlm.
He was only good, like an American hero. The ﬁlm
company said it had to be that way to get people to
go and see it, but I think that’s a patronising view of
the audience. In Hamilton it was worse: they took
away all the politics and put in car chases instead.”
No doubt the fact that the ﬁrst Arn ﬁlm was a
box-oﬃce hit was partly down to the huge popularity of Guillou’s books. And writers always beneﬁt
from ﬁlm versions of their books, according to literary agent Hanserik Tönnheim.
“If the ﬁlm’s a success, then that’s good for the
writer. If it’s a ﬂop, then people will say: ‘the book
was far better’. It’s a win-win situation,” he says.
For publishers, a successful ﬁlm version of a book
means that sales will pick up once again, often with

DAVID LAGERLÖF

KALLE ASSBRING
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Bitter Sweetheart
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ANDREA ÖSTLUND TALENT HUNTER

Chasing rookies
Rookieﬁlm is a nursery for new Swedish ﬁlm, established by the major players in
the local ﬁlm industry. At its helm, ﬁlm commissioner Andrea Östlund is on the lookout
WORDS CAROLINE HAINER PHOTOGRAPHY SOFIA WELLBORG
for the next generation of Swedish auteurs.

R

TWO FEATURE FILM projects are currently in the
pipeline: Guidance (working title) by Johan Jonasson and The Karaoke King (Karaokekungen) by Petra
Revenue.
“I’ve chosen these ﬁlms because the directors
have an amazing belief in them. They describe their
worlds in an exciting, amusing and original way, yet
still have universal appeal in their screenplays,
their vision and energy.”
What ﬁrst attracts her to any given screenplay is
its ‘personal tone’.

“IT’S ABOUT FINDING PEOPLE
WITH AN UNSHAKABLE
BELIEF IN THEIR OWN STYLE
AND EXPRESSION.”
42

The directors
PETER LLOYD

Petra Revenue is a playwright and
stage director based at Teater Trixter
in Göteborg. The Karaoke King (Karaokekungen) is her ﬁlm directorial debut.
The Karaoke King is about Pirko who,
looking for his roots, discovers that he
has a talent for mimicking others. It is
produced by Anagram, Martin Persson
and production assistant Annika Hellström.

Johan Jonasson trained at StockVIBEKE ARONSSON

ookieﬁlm is a project for seeking out new talent in Swedish ﬁlm. People who may already
have made a ﬁlm and who might be ready for
their ﬁrst big project. New directors looking for an
opening into feature ﬁlms.
Rookieﬁlm exists just for them, and ﬁlm commissioner Andrea Östlund’s job is to identify them
among all the requests ﬂooding in to the oﬃces of
Film i Väst in Trollhättan where she, and Rookieﬁlm, are based.
“I read screenplays and take a view of projects in
the round. It’s also my job to watch short ﬁlms and
keep up-to-date with what’s happening in the ﬁlm
world. And I seek out people who have come to my
attention in some way, encouraging them to send
me screenplays.”
So it’s hardly surprising that she’s keen to follow
her chosen projects right through to fruition.
“I’m a little more involved than usual,” she says.
“But given that I’m the one who has set things in motion, I want everything to be as good as possible.”

holm’s University College of Arts, Crafts
and Design and also in England, and has
made ﬁlms previously. His short ﬁlm Terrible Boy was nominated for a National Film Award and subsequently won the
1 km Film Award at the 2003 Stockholm
Film Festival.
Guidance (working title) is about a
course of psychiatric treatment that
goes wrong. Produced by Mimmi Spång
and Rebecca Lafrenz of Garageﬁlm,
their ﬁrst feature ﬁlm as producers.

“I can spot potential: it doesn’t have to be a ﬁnished or traditional screenplay, I just want to get as
clear a picture as possible of the project. I ’ve even
been sent a novel, for example, and working together with the director, screenwriter and producer I’ve
been able to give it support funding.”
to create more ﬁlms
on smaller budgets. Its guiding principle is to ﬁnd
new ﬁlmmakers.
“We’re looking for auteurs. There was a time
when you weren’t supposed to use that word, but
lots of directors are auteurs when you get down to
it. It’s about putting a personal seal on your ﬁlms.
Ingmar Bergman was an auteur. Lukas Moodyson,
Maria Blom and Josef Fares might very well be
called auteurs. In a way, it’s about ﬁnding people

ROOKIEFILM’S PHILOSOPHY IS

FACTS AND FIGURES
ROOKIEFILM
A project aimed at ﬁrst or secondtime feature ﬁlm directors. Productions
should have a personal style, vitalising Swedish ﬁlm by providing new creativity and energy. Rookieﬁlm is an independent initiative that ﬁnances ﬁve
ﬁlms at a time with no deﬁned time
scale. The ﬁrst group of Rookie ﬁlms
are being ﬁnanced by Film i Väst, the
Swedish Film Institute, Filmpool Nord
and Sveriges Television (SVT).
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ANDREA ÖSTLUND

with an unshakable belief in their own style and expression. But an auteur might also be a screenwriter, so I encourage directors to work together with
screenwriters. So far I’ve been sent around two
hundred projects, mostly from directors who write
their own screenplays, but that’s absolutely not a
precondition for making a Rookieﬁlm.”
ROOKIEFILM ISN’T ONLY interested in ﬁnding new
and exciting forms of expression, but also in new
ways of presenting ﬁlms.
“How do you reach the audience? You have to
dare to think outside the conﬁnes of the cinema
screen. Is it always best to show ﬁlms at the cinema? Should you just screen ﬁlms at the weekends,
or should you pay for ﬁlms to download, on the
iTunes principle? And since you can now reach
more people through DVD, is that then the way to
go? Or via an Internet community? Supposing
750,000 people all over the world saw the ﬁlm,
wouldn’t that be fantastic?”

“WE’RE LOOKING
FOR AUTEURS.”

NEW
FILMS

We’re proud of Swedish ﬁlms. Especially proud to be presenting two
features and one short at this year’s Cannes festival. And we’re very
much looking forward to the rest of the year – there’s more to come.
Please visit our website www.swedishﬁlm.org for updated information
on Swedish shorts, documentaries and features.
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“THIS IS A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT EL MÉDICO’S STORY
AND THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN COMMUNISM AND CAPITALISM”

NEW FILMS

Daniel Fridell, director of Cubaton – El Médico. See page 30

Am I Black Enough for You DOC

Black Nation DOC

Being at the center of black community for 50 years and a close friend to
personalities such as Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, Richard Pryor and Stevie
Wonder, the story of Billy Paul is the story of how the oppression of AfroAmericans came to form black culture, and how the civil rights movement
came to form soul music.

The Shrine of the Black Madonna was the ﬁrst church to argue that Jesus was
of African descent. In a time when black manhood is in a crisis the church is
reaching out to black people with tools for self-determination. “Our mission is
to restore black people to their original state of power and dignity in the
world”, preaches Bishop Kimathi on Father’s Day. The ﬁlm follows Bishop
Kimathi and members of the church through the desolate streets of Detroit
and in sermons vibrant with music and energy.

ORIGINAL TITLE Am I Black Enough for You DIRECTOR Göran Olsson PRODUCER Jenny

Örnborn PRODUCED BY Story AB in co-production with Sveriges Television (SVT)/Kultur,
Cosmo Film/Henrik Veileborg, Klafﬁ Production/Kimmo Paanane with support from the
Swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson, Danish Film Institute, Finnish Film Foundation,
Nordisk Film & TV Fond, YLE, ETV DR, Swedish National Council for Cultural Affairs and
Arts Grants Committee SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 85 min, English TO BE RELEASED
Autumn 2008 SALES Story

ORIGINAL TITLE Black Nation DIRECTOR Mats Hjelm PRODUCER Claes Herrlander
PRODUCED BY Herrlander Pictures SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 90 min, English TO BE

Göran Olsson was born 1965 in Lund and educated at the Royal University of Fine Arts

RELEASED Autumn 2008 SALES TBA

in Stockholm after ﬁlm studies at Stockholm University. Olsson is a documentary ﬁlmmaker,
cinematographer and manufacturer of his own innovation, the A-cam, a Super-16 ﬁlm
camera. He was the editor and founder of the short documentary TV program Ikon for SVT,
Sveriges Television, and the editor on SVT’s Elbyl-series. Olsson is the co-founder of Story
AB and has also worked as ﬁlm commissioner at the Swedish Film Institute.

As an internationally recognized visual artist, Mats Hjelm has developed aesthetically
and technically advanced video installations around the world, always with a political
context. After studies at the Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan, he has made several
video installations with themes from Detroit. Black Nation is his ﬁrst feature documentary.

Angel

Cubaton – El Médico

Having been a celebrated rockstar in the 80s, fame has slipped away from
Angelica “Angel” Holst. Now the time has come to step back into the limelight
– but in order to get there you have to create a media hype… What is Angel
willing to go through and what price is she prepared to pay to get to the top
again?

El Médico, a young Cuban doctor, realizes that only music can heal his soul
and that he needs to do more than write songs in his spare time. Michel, a
music producer from Sweden, dreams of renewed fame and fortune, and
believes El Médico is the artist that can make it all happen. Their meeting high
up in the Sierra Maestra of Santiago, Cuba, will create music, hopes, and a
cultural conﬂict that will both change their lives and give birth to a new blend
of Cuban Music, Cubaton.

ORIGINAL TITLE Angel DIRECTOR Colin Nutley SCREENWRITER Colin Nutley, Michael

Baker PRINCIPAL CAST Helena Bergström, Rolf Lassgård, Rikard Wolff, Elisabet Carlsson,
Johan Rabaeus, Peter Gardiner PRODUCER Colin Nutley PRODUCED BY Sweetwater
Filmrights II, AB Svensk Filmindustri, TV4, Cinema Art Productions, Succéﬁlm AB, Jens
Fischer Film AB in association with Break Even, Nordisk Film & TV Fond, with support from
the Swedish Film Institute/Lisa Ohlin SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 108 min, Swedish with
English subtitles RELEASED March 19, 2008 SALES Svensk Filmindustri International
Sales

ORIGINAL TITLE Cubaton – El Médico DIRECTOR Daniel Fridell PRODUCERS Thomas
Allercrantz, Adel Kjellström PRODUCED BY Röde Orm Film in co-operation with Film Tower,
New Danes Production, Cine Works, Elfvik Film, Sveriges Television (SVT) with support
from the Swedish Film Institute, Estonian Film Foundation, Estonian Ministry of Culture,
Filmpool Nord SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 95 min, Spanish, English TO BE RELEASED
Autumn 2008 SALES Montecristo Entertainment

Colin Nutley was born in England in 1944. He worked for ITV, BBC and Channel 4

Daniel Fridell, born in 1967, was educated at the European Film Academy in Berlin

before moving to Sweden, where he ﬁrst made a tv series in 1983, followed by several
feature ﬁlms. Three of his ﬁlms, House of Angels (Änglagård, 1992), The Last Dance (Sista
dansen, 1993) and Under the Sun (Under solen, 1998), became Sweden’s entries for Best
Foreign Language Film at the Academy Awards.

and Judith Weston Academy in USA. He has directed seven features since his debut in
1993, e.g. The Searchers (Sökarna, 1993), Beneath the Surface (Under ytan, 1997) and
Bloodbrothers (Blodsbröder, 2005).

Arn – The Knight Templar

The Deceiver DOC

Based on Jan Guillou’s well-known trilogy, Arn – The Knight Templar takes
place in Sweden, Scotland and the Middle East, and evokes a rich tapestry of
gallant knights, powerful queens and treacherous kings. An epic saga about
war and intrigue, friendship and betrayal, and above all: love. Set in the Middle
Ages, the ﬁlm features many of Sweden’s best-known actors.

As the Vatican’s special envoy, Father Mac came to Malmö – a catholic bishop
with a cloak and a stick. In a short time he conquered the city, entertained
generously and made many friends. In one year, Father Mac won the
conﬁdence of everyone; he conducted weddings and started to invest his new
found friends’ money. But when the people of Malmö were supposed to get
their loans back with sky high interest, his apartment was found abandoned.

ORIGINAL TITLE Arn – Tempelriddaren DIRECTOR Peter Flinth SCREENWRITER Hans

Gunnarsson PRINCIPAL CAST Joakim Nätterqvist, Soﬁa Helin, Stellan Skarsgård, Vincent
Perez, Simon Callow, Michael Nyqvist, Bibi Andersson, Lina Englund PRODUCERS
Waldemar Bergendahl, Leif Mohlin, Jan Marnell PRODUCED BY AB Svensk Filmindustri
in collaboration with Telepool GmbH, Film i Väst, TV4 AB, DR, YLE, TV2 Norge, Dagsljus,
ESP and Sheba Productions Ltd with support from the Swedish Film Institute/Marianne
Ahrne SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, appr 140 min (international version), English, Swedish,
Norwegian, Danish, Arabic with English subtitles RELEASED December 25, 2007 (Swedish
version) International version completed late summer 2008 SALES Svensk Filmindustri
International Sales, Telepool

Peter Flinth studied directing at the National Film School of Denmark from
1989-1993, and currently lives in Copenhagen. He made his directorial debut with the
award-winning Eye of the Eagle (Ørnens øje, 1997) and in 2005 he directed the Swedish
feature ﬁlm Mastermind featuring police inspector Wallander.
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ORIGINAL TITLE Bedragaren DIRECTORS Åsa Blanck, Johan Palmgren SCREENWRITERS

Åsa Blanck, Petter Brundell PRODUCER Åsa Blanck PRODUCED BY Modern Studios AB
SCREENING DETAILS 85 min, Digibeta, Swedish, English TO BE RELEASED Autumn 2008
SALES TBA

Åsa Blanck was born in 1970 and works as director and producer. Johan
Palmgren was born in 1967 and is a cinematographer and director. Together they have
directed the award-winning documentaries Ebba & Torgny and Love’s Wonderous Ways
(Ebba & Torgny och kärlekens villovägar, 2003) and The Substitute (Vikarien, 2006).
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“I HAD A REASON TO CREATE CONFUSION.”

NEW FILMS

Ruben Östlund, director of Involuntary. See page 24

Everlasting Moments

Heaven’s Heart

In Sweden in the early 1900s – in a time of social change and poverty – the
young working class woman Maria wins a camera in a lottery. The camera
enables Maria to see the world through new eyes, but it also becomes a threat
to her somewhat alcoholic womanizer of a husband, as it brings the charming
photographer Pedersen into her life.

Lars and Susanna have been married for 20 years. They love each other dearly
and have created a secure, happy existence. Life has turned out just as happily
and comfortably for Susanna’s best friend Ann and her husband Ulf, who will
also shortly be celebrating their 20th wedding anniversary. One evening when
the two couples are having dinner together, Susanna tells the others about an
adulterous colleague. The story provokes strong reactions that cause a
dramatic showdown among the two couples – and turns their lives and
marriages upside down.

ORIGINAL TITLE Maria Larssons eviga ögonblick DIRECTOR Jan Troell SCREENWRITERS
Jan Troell, Agneta Ulfsäter Troell, Niklas Rådström PRINCIPAL CAST Maria Heiskanen,
Mikael Persbrandt, Jesper Christensen PRODUCERS Thomas Stenderup, Sigve Endresen,
Christer Nilsson, Teero Kaukomaa PRODUCED BY Final Cut Productions ApS (Denmark)
together with GötaFilm (Sweden), Motlys (Norway) and Blind Spot (Finland) with support
from the Danish Film Institute and the Swedish Film Institute/Lisa Ohlin SCREENING
DETAILS 35mm, 130 min, Swedish with English subtitles TO BE RELEASED Autumn 2008
SALES TrustNordisk

ORIGINAL TITLE Himlens hjärta DIRECTOR Simon Staho SCREENWRITERS Peter Asmussen,

Simon Staho PRINCIPAL CAST Mikael Persbrandt, Lena Endre, Jakob Eklund, Maria
Lundqvist PRODUCER Jonas Frederiksen PRODUCED BY Trollhättan Film AB in co-production with Sonet Film AB, XX Film ApS, Film i Väst, Pan Vision AB, Sveriges Television (SVT)
with support from the Swedish Film Institute/Lisa Ohlin SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 92
min, Swedish with English subtitles RELEASED February 29, 2008 SALES TrustNordisk

Veteran director Jan Troell (born in 1931) made his ﬁrst feature Here is Your Life (Här
har du ditt liv) in 1966, was nominated for Academy Awards for The Emigrants (Utvandrarna, 1971), The New Land (Det nya landet, 1972) and The Flight of the Eagle (Ingenjör
Andrées luftfärd, 1982). He won the Golden Bear in Berlin for Eeny Meeny Miny Moe (Ole
Dole Doff, 1968) and the Silver Bear for Il Capitano (1991). Among his latest ﬁlms are As
White as in Snow (Så vit som en snö, 2001) and Presence (Närvarande, 2003).

An Extraordinary Study in
Human Degradation DOC

Simon Staho was born in Denmark in 1972. Both Daisy Diamond (2007), starring
Noomi Rapace, and Bang Bang Orangutang (2005), starring Mikael Persbrandt and Lena
Olin, were selected for the Ofﬁcial Competition at San Sebastian International Film Festival.
Day and Night (Dag och natt, 2004) with Mikael Persbrandt, Pernilla August and Maria
Bonnevie received the Silver Hugo Award at Chicago International Film Festival and was
selected for the San Sebastian International Film Festival.

Involuntary
A tragic comedy or comic tragedy about group pressure on the individual.
Five separate episodes on everyday disasters.

A documentary about ﬁlmmaker Patrik Eriksson who ﬁnds himself in a life
crisis after ending a destructive relationship. His colleagues Erik Hemmendorff and Ruben Östlund use their mobile phones to ﬁlm their therapeutic
conversations with Patrik and soon he starts using the material for a ﬁlm about
himself and to get rid of the feeling of loneliness and hopelessness. Sweden’s
ﬁrst feature shot only with mobile phones.

ORIGINAL TITLE En enastående studie i mänsklig förnedring DIRECTOR Patrik Eriksson

ORIGINAL TITLE De ofrivilliga DIRECTOR Ruben Östlund SCREENWRITERS Ruben Östlund,
Erik Hemmendorff PRINCIPAL CAST Maria Lundqvist, Leif Edlund, Olle Lijas, Vera Vitali,
Henrik Vikman PRODUCER Erik Hemmendorff PRODUCED BY Plattform Produktionin
co-production with The Coproduction Ofﬁce with support from the Swedish Film Institute/
Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 95 min, Swedish with English
subtitles TO BE RELEASED Autumn 2008 SALES The Coproduction Ofﬁce

PRODUCERS Erik Hemmendorff, Ruben Östlund PRODUCED BY Plattform Produktion in

co-operation with Film i Väst with support from the Swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 83 min, Swedish with English subtitles TO BE RELEASED
May 16, 2008 SALES Plattform Produktion

Patrik Eriksson was born in 1970 in Motala, Sweden. Studied at the School of Film

Ruben Östlund, born 1974, directed ﬁlms on skiing in the late 90s, some of them now
world-famous. After a documentary in 2000 he made his award-winning feature debut, The
Guitar Mongoloid (Gitarrmongot), in 2004.

Directing at Göteborg University. He currently lives in Göteborg working as director for the
production company Plattform Produktion. An Extraordinary Study in Human Degradation is
his feature ﬁlm debut.

Fishy
Micka is a cool and independent single woman who lives for her media career.
Until one day when she falls in love with her not so trendy neighbour. Fishy is a
tender and funny love story written and directed by Maria Blom.

Iscariot – Two Brothers,
One Debt
They have a perfect life, Mona and Valle and their young daughter, until Valle’s
younger brother Adam shows up. He makes his living as a drug dealer and
he’s in trouble. He’s lost four kilos of cocaine in an armed robbery and asks
Valle for help as the debt needs to be paid back to the syndicate within two
days.

ORIGINAL TITLE Fishy DIRECTOR Maria Blom SCREENWRITER Maria Blom PRINCIPAL
CAST My Bodell, Daniel Gustavsson, Paula McManus, Per Grytt, Livia Millhagen PRODUCER

Lars Jönsson PRODUCED BY Memﬁs Filmproduktion in co-production with Film i Väst,
Sveriges Television (SVT), Trollhättan Film with support from the Swedish Film Institute/
Lisa Ohlin SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 75 min, Swedish with English subtitles
TO BE RELEASED June 27, 2008 SALES TrustNordisk

Maria Blom was born in 1971. Her debut movie, Dalecarlians (Masjävlar, 2004), was
a huge critical and popular success. The movie was seen by 800,000 cinema-goers. It
received Sweden’s National Film Award for Best Film of the Year, Best Screenplay, and
Best Supporting Actress (Kajsa Ernst).
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ORIGINAL TITLE Iskariot – två bröder, en skuld DIRECTOR Miko Lazic SCREENWRITER Frank
Ågren PRINCIPAL CAST Gustaf Skarsgård, Jacob Ericksson, Helena af Sandeberg, Michael
Nyqvist, Leif Andrée, Michelle Meadows PRODUCERS Ulf Ahlberg, Tony Krantz PRODUCED
BY Ironwood Productions SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 83 min, Swedish with English
subtitles RELEASED March 7, 2008 SALES Ironwood Productions

Miko Lazic, born in1968, made his debut ﬁlm Made in Yugoslavia in 2005. This is his
second feature.
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“I REALLY THINK THAT GOOD BOOKS SHOULDN’T BE ADAPTED
FOR THE SCREEN. THIS BOOK MADE ME CHANGE MY MIND.”

NEW FILMS

Tomas Alfredson, director of the ﬁlm adaptation of the horror novel Let the Right One in. Swedish Film #1 2008

The King of Ping Pong

Long Distance Love DOC

16-year-old Rille is ostracized and bullied; a nobody. Everywhere, that is,
except in the ping pong room. There he rules; he is the King of Ping Pong. His
brother Erik (13) is charming, respected and loved by all. Despite the profound
difference between them, they share the same blood; at least that is what they
both believe. When they learn the truth about their father during their spring
break, they become bitter adversaries engaged in a life and death struggle.

Long Distance Love is a love story, but also a ﬁlm about the gigantic migration
wave into Russia. Alisher, from the city of Osh in Kyrgyzstan, is a young man
looking for love in his life, but who also longs to survive in a country where people are living under severe pressure ever since the breakdown of the Soviet
Union. Alisher marries Dildora on a sweltering summer’s day, but soon – as
like almost every other young man in this region – he has to go to Russia and
try to ﬁnd a job. The distance between Osh and Moscow is 3,500 kilometres.

ORIGINAL TITLE Ping-Pongkingen DIRECTOR Jens Jonsson SCREENWRITERS Jens

Jonsson, Hans Gunnarsson PRINCIPAL CAST Jerry Johansson, Hampus Johansson,
Ann-Soﬁe Nurmi, Georgi Staykov, Fredrik Nilsson PRODUCER Jan Blomgren PRODUCED BY
Bob Film Sweden in co-operation with Nordisk Film A/S, Filmpool Nord, Sveriges Television
(SVT), Razor Film Produktion GmbH, Jens Jonsson AB with support from Eurimages du
Conseil de l’Europe, Nordisk Film & TV Fond, MEDIA Programme of the European Union,
Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 107 min,
Swedish with English subtitles RELEASED February 8, 2008 SALES NonStop Sales

ORIGINAL TITLE Long Distance Love DIRECTORS Magnus Gertten, Elin Jönsson SCREENWRITERS Magnus Gertten, Elin Jönsson PRODUCER Magnus Gertten PRODUCED BY

Auto Images SCREENING DETAILS Digibeta, 80 min, English subtitles TO BE RELEASED
September 2008 SALES Auto Images

Magnus Gertten is a co-owner of Auto Images and has directed and produced a
number of award-winning documentaries. Among Magnus’ latest ﬁlms are True Blue
(Blådårar, 1998), Get Busy (Gå loss, 2004) and Rolling Like a Stone (2005).
Elin Jönsson has for many years reported and produced news from Central Asia and
Russia mainly for the Swedish Radio and Television. She has also produced a number of
radio documentaries. Long Distance Love is her feature ﬁlm debut.

Jens Jonsson was born in Umeå in 1974 and studied graphic design between 1994
and 1998 and ﬁlm directing between 1998 and 2001 at the University College of Film
in Stockholm. He also drew comic strips that appeared in Swedish magazines, which
motivated him to make storyboards. In a relatively short time, he has written and directed
many short ﬁlms, including Brother of Mine (Bror min, 2001), for which he received the
Silver Bear in Berlin.

Leo

Love 3000

Leo celebrates his 30th birthday. Surrounded by family and friends, he toasts
to the future. But as the party ends and Leo and his girlfriend walk back home,
something happens that will change their lives forever.

What happens when you dare to make the leap and do the unexpected?
When you live everyday like it was your last? Meet Sam, a 23-year-old who
has gotten sick of the loneliness in Stockholm where he has spent the last four
years of his life. Just as he is about to leave the big city and head back home to
Östersund, the safe haven where he was born, he has an encounter that
completely alters his view on life. Which in turn leads to him meeting Hanna
– and life takes a brand new, magical, turn.

ORIGINAL TITLE Leo DIRECTOR Josef Fares SCREENWRITER Josef Fares PRINCIPAL
CAST Leonard Terfelt, Josef Fares, Shahab Salehi, Sara Edberg PRODUCER Anna Anthony
PRODUCED BY Memﬁs Film Rights3 AB in co-production with Film i Väst, Sveriges Televi-

sion (SVT), Nordisk Film & TV Fond/Hanne Palmquist, Trollhättan Film with support from
the Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 78 min,
Swedish with English subtitles RELEASED November 30, 2007 SALES TrustNordisk

ORIGINAL TITLE Kärlek 3000 DIRECTOR Shahriyar Latifzadeh SCREENWRITER Shahriyar
Latifzadeh PRINCIPAL CAST Shahriyar Latifzadeh, Henrik Lundström, Hanna Alström, Peter
Eggers, Lars Väringer PRODUCER Tobias Ollén PRODUCED BY Stollywood SCREENING
DETAILS 35mm, 84 min, Swedish with English subtitles TO BE RELEASED Autumn 2008
SALES Stollywood

Josef Fares was born in 1977 in Lebanon. Ten years later he and his family came to
Sweden and the town of Örebro. Fares started making ﬁlms when he was 15 and sent
them around to amateur ﬁlm festivals. About 50 shorts and many awards later Fares
entered ﬁlm school in 1998. His association with Memﬁs Film began with the pilot Cool
Guys and was followed by box ofﬁce smash Jalla! Jalla! (2000). After that Fares directed
Kops (Kopps, 2003) which proved equally as popular with audiences with over 775,000
admissions in Sweden. In 2006 he directed Zozo for which he was awarded The Nordic
Council Film Prize.

Shahriyar Latifzadeh was born in Iran in 1979, but emigrated with his family to
Sweden in 1989. He studied ﬁlm making at Malmö Film School and has made some 50
short ﬁlms and 10 documentaries. He has produced his own radio show and also worked
in theatre.

Let the Right One in

Mamma Moo and Crow

Oskar, a bullied 12-year-old, dreams of revenge. He falls in love with Eli, a
peculiar girl. She can’t bear the sun or food and to come into a room she
needs to be invited. Eli gives Oskar the strength to hit back but when he
realizes that Eli needs to drink other people’s blood to live he’s faced with a
choice. How much can love forgive? Let The Right One in is a story both
violent and highly romantic, set in the Stockholm suburb of Blackeberg in
1982.

Mamma Moo is a typical cow, exept that she wants to do so many uncow-likely
things. Her idea of fun is biking and dancing, and when she meets Crow her
happiness is complete – the fun is so much greater when you have a friend.
But there’s a catch; Crow does not want to be friends with a cow, especially
not such a peculiar one…

ORIGINAL TITLE Låt den rätte komma in DIRECTOR Tomas Alfredson SCREENWRITER
John Ajvide Lindqvist PRINCIPAL CAST Kåre Hedebrant, Lina Leandersson, Per Ragnar,
Henrik Dahl, Karin Bergquist, Peter Carlberg PRODUCERS John Nordling, Carl Molinder
PRODUCED BY EFTI in cooperation with Filmpool Nord, Sandrew Metronome Distribution
Sverige, Sveriges Television (SVT), Chimney Pot, Fido Film, Ljudligan, WAG with support
from Nordisk Film & TV Fond, Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson SCREENING DETAILS 35mm,114 min, Swedish with English subtitles TO BE RELEASED October 24,
2008 SALES Bavaria Film International

Tomas Alfredson was born in Stockholm in 1965. He is an autodidact ﬁlmmaker who
has directed several TV series as well as a couple of feature ﬁlms. Alfredson’s acclaimed
feature Four Shades of Brown (Fyra nyanser av brunt, 2004) received four National Film
Awards and the ﬁlm had its international premiere in Rotterdam. He is a member of the
comedy group Killinggänget.
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ORIGINAL TITLE Mamma Mu och kråkan DIRECTOR Igor Veyshtaguin SCREENWRITER Jujja

Wieslander (based on her books) PRODUCER Johanna Bergenstråhle PRODUCED BY AB
Svensk Filmindustri in co-production with Telepool/Daina Sacco (D), Studio Baestarts/
Attila Szabo (HU), Film i Väst/Tomas Eskilsson, Sveriges Television (SVT)/Kristina
Colliander with support from Swedish Film Institute/Johan Bogaeus SCREENING DETAILS
35mm, 78 min, various language versions TO BE RELEASED September 19, 2008 SALES
Svensk Filmindustri International Sales

Igor Veyshtagin has done animations for a number of commercials and ﬁlms since
1992. He was the animation director of Captain Sabertooth (Kaptein Sabeltann, 2003), and
in 2005 he directed Lorange, Mufﬁn & Dartanjang.
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“A LOT OF ACTORS WEREN’T AT ALL COMFORTABLE
WITH BEING INTIMATE WITH ANOTHER MAN.”

NEW FILMS

Ella Lemhagen, director of Patrik, Age 1.5. See page 20.

Mio DOC

Patrik, Age 1.5

As a child, Mio was sent from Thailand to Sweden in order to make enough
money to pay for his sister’s education back home. As a 17-year-old he lives in
a suburb of Stockholm, an isolated block of ﬂats, far away from the world of his
dreams and those ambitions he had back home. Mio dreams of a safe, loving
relationship and of being able to send money to his family. With a criminal
identity, relationship problems, violence and drugs he struggles to get through
the days.

Göran and Sven have been cleared to adopt a Swedish orphan, Patrik 1.5.
But when Patrik arrives he turns out to be someone else, not the little boy they
were expecting. A dot had been misplaced, and in comes a 15-year-old
homophobe with a criminal past.

ORIGINAL TITLE Patrik 1,5 DIRECTOR Ella Lemhagen SCREENWRITER Ella Lemhagen after
a screenplay by Mikael Drucker PRINCIPAL CAST Gustaf Skarsgård, Torkel Petersson, Tom
Ljungman PRODUCERS Tomas Michaelsson, Lars Blomgren PRODUCED BY Filmlance
International AB in co-production with Sonet Film AB, Sveriges Television (SVT) AB, Film i
Väst AB with support from the Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson, Nordisk
Film & TV Fond/Hanne Palmquist SCREENING DETAILS 35mm,100 min, Swedish with
English subtitles TO BE RELEASED Autumn, 2008 SALES Svensk Filmindustri International
Sales

ORIGINAL TITLE Mio DIRECTOR Jonas Embring SCREENWRITER Jonas Embring
PRODUCER Jonas Embring PRODUCED BY Jonas Embring with support from the Swedish
Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson, Sveriges Television (SVT)/Patrick Bratt SCREENING
DETAILS Digibeta, 72 min, English subtitles TO BE RELEASED Spring 2008 SALES TBA

Ella Lemhagen was born in 1965 and studied directing at the University College

Jonas Embring, born in 1974, is a graduate of the University College of Film and has

of Film 1989-92. She made her debut as a feature ﬁlm director in 1996 with the highly
praised The Prince of Dreams (Drömprinsen – ﬁlmen om Em), also with an original screenplay. Tsatsiki, Mum and the Policeman (Tsatsiki, morsan och polisen, 1999) was a great
success, nationally and internationally, as was Immediate Boarding (Tur och retur), in 2003.

written and directed several prize-winning short ﬁlms. He has also worked as a freelance
photographer for magazines, PR-companies and record labels. Mio is Jonas Embring’s
feature ﬁlm debut.

Necrobusiness DOC

Wolf

A documentary set in Lodz, Poland where paramedics and undertakers
worked together during the late 90s to get hold of the government subsidies
that the relatives of the deceased usually got for the funeral. Something that
started as a swindle ended up in murder...

Wolf is a contemporary drama set in northern Scandinavia. Klemens and Nejla
own a small herd of reindeer. Klemens lives in tune with nature and according to
the rhythm dictated by his work. His young nephew Nejla admires him and
wants to follow in his footsteps. But neither his mother nor society will allow that
to happen. The herd is attacked and they react without regard for the law. A well
aimed stroke of the axe puts relationships to the test. What are the consequences and who will take the blame?

ORIGINAL TITLE Necrobusiness DIRECTORS Fredrik von Krusenstjerna, Ryszard Solarz,

Monika Sieradzka PRODUCER Fredrik von Krusenstjerna PRODUCED BY Fredrik von
Krusenstjerna Filmproduction in co-production with BBC, ARTE, SVT, DR, YLE, Nordisk
Film & TV Fond, Swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 90
min RELEASED March 14, 2008 Sales TBA

ORIGINAL TITLE Varg DIRECTOR Daniel Alfredson SCREENWRITER Kerstin Ekman
PRINCIPAL CAST Peter Stormare, Robin Lundberg, Marie Delleskog, Rolf Degerlund, Inga

Sarri PRODUCER Anita Oxburgh PRODUCED BY Migma Film AB in co-production with
Davaj Film, Filmpool Nord, Lumiﬁlm Oy, Sveriges Television (SVT), Sonet Film, Speranza
Film A/S, La Paloma Films Inc., Norsk Rikskringkasting, Yleisradio with support from
Nordisk Film & TV Fond, Norwegian Film Foundation, Finnish Film Foundation, Filmpool
Jämtland, Midtnorsk Filmsenter, Film i Västernorrland, Swedish Film Institute/Peter
“Piodor” Gustafsson SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 95 min, Swedish with English subtitles
RELEASED April 4, 2008 SALES Svensk Filmindustri International Sales

Fredrik von Krusenstjerna was born in Stockholm in 1958. He studied directing
at the Columbia College Film School in Hollywood and has been working at Sveriges Television (SVT) as an editor, director and camera operator. Since 1987 Fredrik von Krusenstjerna has been working as an independent producer and director mainly with international
productions. Ryszard Solarz was born in Wroclaw, Poland in 1953 and emigrated to
Sweden in 1969. He studied at the London International Film School 1975-78 and after
that he worked at Sveriges Television (SVT) as an editor and photographer. Solarz has since
1986 been working as an independent ﬁlmmaker. Monika Sieradzka is a journalist
living in Poland.

Daniel Alfredson, born in 1959 in Stockholm, has directed many ﬁlms for television
and among his features are Tic Tac (1997), Straydogs (1999) and Love Between the Wars
(Syndare i sommarsol, 2001). In recent years he has worked as Head of Drama at Sveriges
Television (SVT).

Not Like Others

Young Freud in Gaza DOC

One night two vampire sisters, Vera and Vanja, make a fatal mistake that
forces them to run and ﬁght for their lives while being chased by a biker gang.
On this particular night Vanja has also promised to share a life-changing
secret with her sister Vera; Vanja is ready to try to give up the outcast vampire
life, adjust to the real world and live amongst the humans. Vera, her sister, is
frightened by a vampire life in solitude and is willing to do almost anything to
stop her sister from leaving her behind. At the same time the biker gang is
closing in…

A documentary about young Ayed who is the only ﬁeld psychologist in
northern Gaza. Every day, with his medical bag in his hand, he goes on home
visits in Jabaliya refugee camp. We follow Ayed and listen to his patients:
children, young men and women with suicidal thoughts, former Hamas
militants. Outside, there is chaos, war and turmoil. A tragic and comic ﬁlm from
the secret rooms of Gaza. Filmed during two years 2006-2008, when Gaza
was isolated from the world.
ORIGINAL TITLE Unge Freud i Gaza DIRECTORS PeÅ Holmquist, Suzanne Khardalian
PRODUCER PeÅ Holmquist PRODUCED BY HB PeÅ Holmquist Film in co-production

ORIGINAL TITLE Vampyrer DIRECTOR Peter Pontikis SCREENWRITER Peter Pontikis
PRINCIPAL CAST Jenny Lampa, Ruth Vega Fernandez, David Dencik, Peter Järn, Omid

Khansari PRODUCER Patrick Sobieski PRODUCED BY Patrick Sobieski in co-production
with Cinestar/Thomas Roger, Cinepost Studio/Lars Lundberg, Adel Aboujaafar, Alexander
Pontikis SCREENING DETAILS 35mm, 75 min, Swedish with English subtitles TO BE
RELEASED 2008 SALES NonStop Sales

Peter Pontikis was born in 1976 in Stockholm. Educated at the University of
Stockholm and The Royal College of Fine Arts. During his studies Peter Pontikis worked
with video and made several short ﬁlms. Not Like Others is his ﬁrst feature ﬁlm.
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with Final Cut Production, Illume Oy, Swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson, Hjalmar
Palmgren, Sveriges Television (SVT)/Charlotte Hellström, Danish Film Institute/Dola
Bonﬁls, Finnish Film Foundation/Elina Kivihalme, YLE FST/Jenny Westergård, NRK/
Tore Tomter, DR TV/Maja Helena Riis, AVEK/Ulla Simonen, Nordisk Film & TV Fond/
Eva Faerevaag SCREENING DETAILS Digibeta, 90 min, English subtitles TO BE RELEASED
September 2008 SALES Deckert Distribution

PeÅ Holmquist and Suzanne Khardalian are independent ﬁlmmakers who
have directed more than 50 documentaries, among them several award-winning ﬁlms,
including Gaza Ghetto (1984), Back to Ararat (Tillbaka till Ararat, 1998), Unsafe Ground
(På okänd mark, 1993), From Opium to Chrystantemum (Från opium till krysantemum,
2000), I Hate Dogs – the last survivor (Jag hatar hundar!, 2005) and Bullshit (2005).
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COMPANIES
PRODUCTION
COMPANIES
ATMO
Götgatan 9
SE-116 46 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 462 26 90
Fax: +46 8 462 26 97
kristina@atmo.se
www.atmo.se
Auto Images
Monbijougatan 17e
SE-211 53 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +46 40 661 01 60
auto@autoimages.se
www.autoimages.se
Bob Film Sweden
Hökens gata 10
SE-116 46 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 556 930 90
Fax: +46 8 556 930 99
info@bobﬁlmsweden.com
www.bobﬁlmsweden.com
Breidablick Film
Surbrunnsgatan 56
SE-113 48 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 564 118 90
Fax: +46 8 30 52 60
breidablick@breidablick.com
www.breidablick.com
Charon Film
Eldholmen, Lennartsnäs
SE-196 92 Kungsängen
Sweden
Phone/Fax: +46 8 584
503 90
info@charon.se
www.charon.se
Cine-Qua-Non AB
Adlerbethsgatan 19
SE-112 55 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 440 75 60
Fax: +46 8 440 75 69
info@cqn.se
www.cqn.se
Direktörn & Fabrikörn
Plåtvägen 12
SE-931 61 Skellefteå
Sweden
Phone: +46 910 73 41 97
mathias@tompta.com
dfm ﬁktion
Sveavägen 98
SE-113 50 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 22 97 22
Fax: +46 8 50 63 47 06
ﬁktion@dfm.se
www.dfm.se
Drama Svecia
Sturegatan 58
SE-114 36 Stockholm
Sweden
info@ﬂodellﬁlm.se
www.ﬂodellﬁlm.se
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Eden Film
Erstagatan 3F
SE -116 28 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone/Fax: +46 8 641
75 78
info@edenﬁlm.se
www.edenﬁlm.se

Filmpool Nord
Kronan A2
SE-974 42 Luleå
Sweden
Phone: +46 920 43 40 79
Fax: +46 920 43 40 79
info@fpn.se
www.fpn.se

EDP/Håkan Engström
Götgatan 69
SE-116 21 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 641 60 15
hakan.engstrom@sr.se

Final Cut Film
Production
Forbindelsesvej 7
DK-2100 Köpenhamn
Denmark
Phone: +45 40 50 47 50
ﬁnal-cut@ﬁnal-cut.dk
www.ﬁnal-cut.dk

EFTI
Humlegårdsgatan 6
SE-114 46 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 678 12 10
Fax: +46 8 678 12 11
info@efti.se
www.efti.se
Erik Rosenlund
Verkstadsgatan 10
SE-117 36 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 668 48 11
info@erikrosenlund.com
www.erikrosenlund.com
Film i Skåne
Sixten Sparres gata 1
SE-271 39 Ystad
Sweden
Phone: +46 411 558 750
Fax: +46 411 559 740
info@ﬁlmiskane.se
www.ﬁlmiskane.se
Film i Väst
Box 134
SE-461 23 Trollhättan
Sweden
Phone: + 46 520 49 09 00
info@ﬁlmivast.se
www.ﬁlmivast.se
Film i Västerbotten
Magasinsgatan 17B
SE-903 27 Umeå
Sweden
Phone: +46 90 785 46
80, 90
Fax: +46 90 785 46 88
info@ﬁlmivasterbotten.com
www.ﬁlmivasterbotten.com
Filmlance International
P.O. Box 27156
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 459 73 80
Fax: +46 8 459 73 89
ﬁlmlance@ﬁlmlance.se
www.ﬁlmlance.se
Filmtecknarna F.
Animation
Renstiernas Gata 12
SE-116 28 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 442 73 00
Fax: +46 8 442 73 19
ft@ﬁlmtecknarna.se
www.ﬁlmtecknarna.se

FvK FILM
Fredrik von Krusenstjerna
Upplandgatan 101
SE-113 44 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 707 154 767
fvk@comhem.se
Garageﬁlm
Kornhamnstorg 6
SE-111 27 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 545 133 60
Fax: +46 8 30 99 34
mimmi@garageﬁlm.se
www.garageﬁlm.se
GF Studios
Dalénum 12
SE-181 70 Lidingö
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 446 09 31
info@gfstudios.se
www.gfstudios.se
GötaFilm
Konstepidemins väg 6
SE-413 14 Göteborg
Sweden
Phone: +46 31 82 55 70
Fax: +46 31 82 08 60
gotaﬁlm@gotaﬁlm.se
www.gotaﬁlm.se
Happy Zingo AB
Rotemannavägen 12
SE-14557 Norsborg
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 531 800 12
info@zingoﬁlm.se
www.zingoﬁlm.com
Hepp Film
Kastellgatan 13
SE-211 48 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +46 40 98 44 62
helena@heppﬁlm.se
Herrlander Pictures
Apelsinlunden
Allhelgonagatan 5
SE-118 58 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 641 62 17
Fax: +46 8 640 45 41
info@herrlanderpictures.se
www.herrlanderpictures.se

HOBAB
Borgvägen 1, Box 27083
SE-102 51 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 666 36 10
peter@hobab.se
www.hobab.se

Migma Film
Adlerbethsgatan 19
SE-112 55 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 653 93 40
info@migmaﬁlm.se
www.migmaﬁlm.se

Röde Orm Film
P.O. Box 38104
SE-100 64 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 640 21 80
adel@rodeormﬁlm.se
www.rodeormﬁlm.se

Hysteria Film
Völundsgatan 10
SE-113 21 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 31 54 35
hysteria@hysteriaﬁlm.se
www.hysteriaﬁlm.se

Modern TV
P.O. Box 17095
SE-120 87 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 562 087 20
info@moderntv.se
www.moderntv.se

Silverosa Film
Tredje långgatan 21
SE-413 28 Göteborg
Sweden
Phone: +46 709 667 286
info@silverosaﬁlm.se
www.silverosaﬁlm.se

Illusion Film AB
Tredje Långgatan 13
SE-413 03 Göteborg
Sweden
Phone: +46 31 775 28 50
Fax: +46 31 775 28 80
info@illusionﬁlm.se
www.illusionﬁlm.se

Nordisk Film
Production
P.O. Box 27184
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 601 32 00
Fax: +46 8 601 32 10
contact@nordiskﬁlm.com
www.nordiskﬁlm.com

Sonet Film
Greta Garbos väg 13
SE-169 86 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
peter@sonetﬁlm.se

Ironwood Films
P.O. Box 27093
SE-102 51 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 666 36 37
info@ ironwoodﬁlms.com
www.ironwoodﬁlms.com
Joclo
Toppsegelsgatan 9
SE-414 61 Göteborg
Sweden
Phone: +46 31 42 35 560
j.nyholm@bredband.net
johannes.hopto.org
Kasper Collin
Produktion
Västmannagatan 56
SE-102 35 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 661 21 51
kasper.collin@comhem.se
www.mynameisalbertayler.
com
Kostr-Film
Västmannagatan 51
SE-113 25 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 709 10 87 00
contact@kostrﬁlm.com
www.kostrﬁlm.com

Patrick Sobieski
S:t Paulsgatan 17
SE-118 46 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 70 394 01 35
patrick.sobieski@gmail.com
PeÅ Holmquist Film
Prylvägen 7
SE-126 37 Hägersten
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 645 65 92
Fax: +46 8 18 32 16
pea.holmquist@comhem.se
www.peaholmquist.com
Plattform Produktion
Vallgatan 9d
SE-411 16 Göteborg
Sweden
Phone: +46 31 711 66 60
erik@plattformproduktion.se
www.plattformproduktion.se
RealReel Production
Brevduvevägen 12
SE-756 53 Uppsala
Sweden
Phone: +46 18 32 16 38
Fax: +46 8 661 21 31
info@realreel.se
www.realreel.se

Lisbet Gabrielsson
Film AB
Allévägen 6
SE-132 42 Saltsjö-Boo
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 715 32 90
lisbet@minmail.net
www.lisbetgabrielssonﬁlm.se

Regissör Jonas Embring
Sågargatan 17
SE-116 36 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 70 407 25 35
jonas@embring.se
www.jonasembring.se

Memﬁs Film
Kornhamnstorg 6, 3rd ﬂoor
SE-111 27 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 33 55 76
Fax: +46 8 30 99 34
memﬁs@memﬁs.se
www.memﬁs.se

Rookieﬁlm
Film i Väst
Box 134
SE-461 23 Trollhättan
Sweden
Phone: + 46 520 49 09 21
andrea.ostlund@ﬁlmivast.se
www.rookieﬁlm.se

Sweetwater
Grev Turegatan 21
SE-114 38 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 662 14 70
Fax: 46 8 662 14 71
info@sweetwater.se
www.sweetwater.se
Tre Vänner Produktion
Ragvaldsgatan 14
SE-118 46 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 556 092 40
Fax: +46 8 556 092 49
martin@trevanner.se
www.trevanner.se
Trollhättan Film
Storgatan 64
SE-263 31 Höganäs
Sweden
Phone: +46 708 145 528

s/s Fladen Film
P.O. Box 22239
SE-104 22 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 545 064 50
Fax: +46 8 545 064 59
info@ﬂadenﬁlm.se
www.ﬂadenﬁlm.se

WG Film
Västergatan 23
SE-211 21 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +46 40 23 20 98
Fax: +46 40 23 35 10
ﬁlm@wgﬁlm.com
www.wgﬁlm.com

St Paul Film
Tjärhovsgatan 4
SE-116 21 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 505 248 00
Fax: +46 8 505 248 01
info@stpaul.se
www.stpaul.se

XX Film
Indiakaj 6
DK-2100 Köpenhamn
Denmark
info@xxﬁlm.dk
www.xxﬁlm.dk

Stollywood
Gustav Adolfs torg 41
SE-211 39 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +46 73 679 10 03
tobias.ollen@stollywood.se
www.stollywood.se

Yellow Bird
Magasin 1, Frihamnen
Box 27034
SE-102 51 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 50 30 77 00
Fax: +46 8 50 30 77 01
info@yellowbird.se
www.yellowbird.se

SALES COMPANIES
Story
Virkesvägen 2a
SE-120 30 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 15 62 80
Fax: +46 8 15 62 82
jenny@story.se
www.story.se
Studio 24
Sibyllegatan 24
SE-114 42 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 662 57 00
Fax: +46 8 662 92 40
studio24@royandersson.
com
www.royandersson.com
Svensk Filmindustri
SE-169 86 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 680 37 66
tobias.lenner@sf.se
www.sf.se

Bavaria Film
International
Bavariaﬁlmplatz 8
D-82031 Geiselgasteig
Germany
Phone: +49 89 64 99
35 31
info@bavaria-ﬁlm-international.de
www.bavaria-ﬁlm-international.com
The Coproduction Ofﬁce
24, rue Lamartine
F-75009 Paris
France
Phone: +33 1 56 02 60 00
info@coproductionofﬁce.eu
www.thecopro.de
Films Transit
International
252 Gouin Boulevard East
Montreal. Quebec.
Canada H3L 1A8
Phone: +1 514 844 3358

Fax: +1 514 844 7298
ofﬁce@ﬁlmstransit.com
www.ﬁlmstransit.com
Ironwood Films
6 Percy Street
London W1T 1DQ
United Kingdom
info@ironwoodﬁlms.com
www.ironwoodﬁlms.com
Memento Films
6 Cité Paradis
F-75010 Paris
France
Phone + 33 1 53 34 90 20
sales@memento-ﬁlms.com
www.memento-ﬁlms.com

TrustNordisk
Filmbyen 12
DK-2650 Hvidovre
Denmark
Phone: +45 36 86 87 88
Fax: +45 36 77 44 48
trust@trust-ﬁlm.dk
www.trust-ﬁlm.dk

novemberﬁlm
Stortorget 29
SE-211 34 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +40 17 65 61
Fax: +40 12 90 99
info@novemberﬁlm.com
www.novemberﬁlm.com

Village
Strada delle Piane 9
IT-00063 Campagno di
Roma
Italy
Phone: +39 06 907 70 33
village@mclink.it
www.villageﬁlm.com

Sandrew Metronome
Distribution Sverige
P.O. Box 5612
SE-114 86 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 762 17 00
Fax: +46 8 10 38 50
pia.norstrom@
se.sandrewmetronome.com
www.sandmet.com

DISTRIBUTORS
Montecristo
International
459 Columbus Avenue,
#334
New York, NY 10024
U. S. A.
Phone: +1 917 647 75 87
michael@montecristoentertainment.com
www.montecristoentertainment.com
NonStop Sales
Döbelnsgatan 24
SE-113 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 673 99 80
Fax: +46 8 673 99 88
info@nonstopsales.net
www.nonstopsales.net
Post Scriptum & Media
Åkantsgränd 9
SE-163 41 Spånga
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 760 52 47
ulla.aspgren@comhem.se
Svensk Filmindustri
International Sales
SE-169 86 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 710 44 22
international@sf.se
www.sﬁnternational. se
SVT Sales
Hangövägen 18
SE-105 10 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 784 86 14
Fax: +46 8 784 60 75
svtsales@svt.se
www.svtsales.com
Telepicture Marketing
16 Gun Wharf
124 Wapping High Street
London E1W 2NJ
UK
Phone: +44 20 7265 1644
Fax: +44 20 7481 2766
charlotta.bjuvman@dial.
pipex.com
www.telepicturemarketing.
com

Buena Vista
International
P.O. Box 181
SE-101 23 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 555 445 00
Fax: +46 8 555 445 88
anna.skogh@disney.com
www.disney.se
Edge Entertainment
P.O. Box 3136
SE-103 62 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 677 50 00
Fax: +46 8 20 05 00
edge@ﬁlmfestivalen.se
Folkets Bio
P.O. Box 2068
SE-103 12 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 545 275 20
Fax: +46 8 545 275 27
info@folketsbio.se
www.folketsbio.se
Noble Entertainment
P.O. Box 7130
SE-103 87 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 450 48 90
Fax: +46 8 450 48 99
info@nobleentertainment.
com
www.nobleentertainment.
com
NonStop Entertainment
Döbelnsgatan 24
SE-113 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 673 99 85
Fax: +46 8 673 99 88
info@nonstopentertainment.
com
www.nonstopentertainment.
com
Nordisk Film
P.O. Box 27184
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 587 822 71
lars.lindstrom@nordiskﬁlm.
com

Scanbox Entertainment
Sweden
Östgötagatan 48
SE-116 64 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 545 787 80
Fax: +46 8 545 787 89
kristinap@scanbox.com
www.scanbox.com
Sony Pictures Releasing
Sweden
P.O. Box 9501
SE-102 74 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 555 790 00
Fax: +46 8 555 790 50
katarina_gustafsson@spe.
sony.com
www.sonypicturespublicity.se
Svensk Filmindustri
SE-169 86 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 680 37 04
sfﬁlm@sf.se
www.sf.se
Swedish Film Institute
P.O. Box 27126
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 665 11 00
Fax: +46 8 661 18 20
tomas.johansson@sﬁ.se
www.sﬁ.se
Twentieth Century Fox
Sweden
P.O. Box 604
SE-169 26 Solna
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 566 261 00
Fax: +46 8 566 261 49
United International
Pictures
P.O. Box 9502
SE-102 74 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 556 065 78
Fax: +46 8 556 065 89
louise_bodin@uip.se
www.uip.se

FILM FESTIVALS

ORGANIZATIONS

BUFF - The International
Children and Young
People’s Film Festival
P.O. Box 4277
SE-203 14 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +46 40 23 92 11
Fax: +46 40 30 53 22
info@buff.se
www.buff.se
March 10 – 14, 2009

Föreningen Sveriges
Filmproducenter
Swedish Film Producers’
Association
Box 27298
SE-102 53 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 665 12 55
Fax: +46 8 666 37 48
info@frf.net
www.ﬁlmproducers.se

Göteborg Film Festival
Olof Palmes plats
SE-413 04 Göteborg
Sweden
Phone: +46 31 339 30 00
Fax: +46 31 41 00 63
goteborg@ﬁlmfestival.org
www.ﬁlmfestival.org
Jan 23 – Feb 2, 2009
Novemberfestivalen
Magasinsgatan 15
SE-461 30 Trollhättan
Sweden
Phone: +46 520 49 66 10
Fax: +46 520 399 28
info@novemberfestivalen.nu
www.novemberfestivalen.nu
Nov 21 – 23, 2008
Popcorn
P.O. Box 3490
SE-103 69 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 611 03 00
info@popcorn.nu
www.popcorn.nu
Stockholm International
Film Festival
P.O.Box 3136
SE-103 62 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: + 46 8 677 50 00
Fax: + 46 8 20 05 90
info@stockholmﬁlmfestival.
se
www.stockholmﬁlmfestival.se
Nov 20-30, 2008
TEMPO Documentary
Film Festival
Stora Nygatan 21
P.O. Box 2068
SE-103 12 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 545 103 33
Fax: +46 8 545 103 32
info@tempofestival.se
www.tempofestival.se
March 4 – 8, 2009
Uppsala International
Short Film Festival
P.O. Box 1746
SE-751 47 Uppsala
Sweden
Phone: +46 18 12 00 25
Fax: +46 18 12 13 50
info@shortﬁlmfestival.com
www.shortﬁlmfestival.com
Oct 20-26, 2008

Media Desk Sweden
Swedish Film Institute
P.O. Box 27126
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 665 11 00
Fax: +46 8 662 26 84
mediadesk@sﬁ.se
www.sﬁ.se/mediadesk
Nordisk Film & TV Fond
Skovveien 2
NO-0257 Oslo
Norway
Phone: +47 23 28 39 39
nftf@nftf.net
www.nftf.net
OFF Oberoende
Filmares
Filmförbund
Independent Film
Producers’
Association
P.O. Box 27121
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 665 12 21
Fax: +46 8 663 66 55
kansliet@off.se
www.off.se
Svenska Institutet
The Swedish Institute
P.O. Box 7434
SE-103 91 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 453 78 00
Fax: +46 8 20 72 48
si@si.se
www.si.se
Sweden Film
Commission
Söder Mälarstrand 77
SE-118 25 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 55 60 6100
Fax: +46 8 55 60 6105
info@swedenﬁlmcommission.com
www.swedenﬁlmcommission.com
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